There Has To Be A Reason Why In Just Two Years
Mohawk's XL Series of Whitewater Playboats
Has Become America's Most Popular.
Try One and Find Out.

MOMWK XL SERIES
More paddling, less swimming. MOHAWK'S Whitewater
Playboats are very stable and very dry. Our Playboats are easy
to paddle and quick to accelerate. The round bilges which
blend into flared sides, forward and aft, result in a canoe that
turns on a dime, is stable-surfing and easy to roll. The
MOHAWK family of XL Playboats is the right choice for a
veteran expert daring to challenge Grade V Whitewater, or a
novice learning to paddle Grade II Whitewater! We invite your
comparison with any other such canoe. Paddle a MOHAWK XL,
look it over, then make your purchase decision. If you can't try
an XL, talk to someone who owns one or has paddled it.

Durable Royalex hulls, Plastic decks, PVC gunnels with
aluminum reinforcement, Aluminum thwarts. Also available all wood trim including beautiful wood inlaid decks, white ash
gunwales with drain slots.

XL12
XL13

A shorter playboat - really quick turns.. . stable.. .dry
fun in low water rapids.. . use in Grade 11, Ill, and IV
Whitewater.
Our most popular playboat.. . the more you paddle
it the better you like it.. . paddlers thru 250 pounds
are paddling whitewater thru Grade V.. . really
stable.. . very, very dry.. . easy handling.

XL14

A short combination tandem and solo playboat.. .
fun in rapids, and easy to paddle between rapids.. .
more room.. . Whitewater thru Grade V.

XL15

The tandem playboat.. . Whitewater thru Grade V.
Stable, dry, and maneuverable.. . A whitewater
tripping canoe.. . good volume.. .

Specs.
XL12
XL13
XL14
XL15

Length
12'3"
13'3"
14'3"
15'4"
'Add

Depth Beam4"WL Weight
Beam
32"
15
29
54#
32%"
15%" 29%"
56#
32Yz"
15%" 3 0
60#
35
15%" 3 2
65#
freight to pricelsubject to change

Price*
$675
$675
$700
$725

TWO NEW WHITEWA TER SOLO BOATS
1. FRANKIE HUBBARD'S 'EDGE' NOW AVAILABLE IN ROYALEX
Length
14'4"

Beam
28"

Beam 4" WL
26-314"

Approx. Wt.

53#

Depth
15"

2. XL-11 THE LATEST BOAT IN THE 'XL' SERIES
Quick, responsive, dry. . . will handle paddlers thru 200 pounds

Length
11'4"

Beam
29"

Beam 4" WL
28-518"

&hawk Gma
A

963 N. HWY.427, LONGWOOD, FL 32758,1407) 834-3233

Approx. Wt.

50#

WesternCanoeing
Box 115, AMmfud, B.C., Canada Y2S 4N8
Phone 1604) 853-9320

~ ~ 1XL13,
2 , XL15 also available at:

-

Depth
15"
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Whitewater Heaven Whitewater Hell
Steeped in the history of the old West, Colorado's San Juan basin features a variety of
whitewater runs. And like the frontier, rivers of the San Juan can be wild and wooly.
By RlCHlEHUGHES, JULIE TROGDON, MIKE TROGDON and BOB GEDEKOH

Corsica Exotica
The island off of Italy is reknowned for its hair whitewater--but there's also some reasonable
whitewater to be found amid the spectacular scenery.
By LEE BELKNAP

Conservation
West Virginia rivers pass first hurdle with Forest Service
approval... FERC's bizarre definition of navigability...Gauley outfitters
fishermen snag Michigan Rivers
pressure Forest Servi-...Trout
Bill...Protection for Little River pushed

American Whitewater Briefs
Raffle nets AWA big bucks...Gauley Festival proves huge
success...Annual WhitewaterFil Festivalscheduled...Where does AWA
money go...Fiberglass boat repair made easy...Russell Fork season a
success despite minimal releases

Safety
Cold weather boating results in near miss.
ByCHARLlE WALBRlDGEandDAVE REID

AWA Director's Election
Resumes of this year's slate of candidates

End Notes
Dear Santa-I've been a good girl, dammit, so here's what I want.
By CARLA GARRISON

Front cover: Charlie Pettigrove negotiates a drop on
Idaho's DeadwoodRiver.
Rear cover: An unplannedsurf at the first drop of the
RussellFork's Triple Drop.

WEST VIRGINIA'S MOST
COMPLETE PADDLING SHOP
Located in t h e Heart of t h e
New & Gauley Rivers

Big Trouble
in River City

Products from: Perception, Wilderness
S y s t e m s , Silver C r e e k , H a r m o n y ,
P a t a g o n i a , Stohlquist, Rapidstyle,
Extrasport, North Face, Teva, Alps,
Nike, Birkenstock, AND MORE!

NORTH AMERICAN
RIVER RUNNERS, INC
On U.S.'Route 60, 'h Mile
East of U.S. 19 lntersectioi

EXPEDICIONES

expert level kayaking adventures led
by Oyl mpa
l n and wh~tewaterrodeo
champ~onChrls Spelius.BIO BIO,
'
Futaleufu, and other Patagonla rlvers
offer unbeatable raplds and scenery.
f<
Improvedbase camps with hot springs,
hot showers, great food, massage,
camaraderie and unforgettable fun. Superb
support logistics (chartered fl~ghtsto put-in!)
maximre river time. An award winning slide
show is also available for clubs, dealers and
universities to ve
i w the rivers of Patagonia up
close and personal, just call.

I EXPEDICIONES CHILE
30 Earls Road, Bryson City, NC 28713
(704) 488-9082

"Friendsville. The Friendliest Little
Town in Maryland."
That's what the t-shirts that they
sell in the general store prodaim.
But lately it just ain't so.
Yes sir, folks, once again we got
trouble in River City, the take out for the
UpperYough. After several years of peaceful coexistence, the river rats and the
townsfolk of Friendsville are at it again.
The mayor shouts at boaters on
the street, no parking signs are torn down,
calls are made to the state police, vehicles
are vandalized and there are threats of
violence. Lately, when it comes to boaters, Maryland'suFriendliestLittleTown"has all the
charm of Beirut.
Who is to blame? I wish I could tell you that the townspeople are at fault, that they
are nothing but a bunch of backwards, backwoods isolationistswho instinctively distrust
and want to harass outsiders. But that just isn't true. Most of them are genuinely nice
people.
I wish I could tell you that the boating community has done nothing to deserve
this recent epidemic of inhospitality. But, sadly, that ain't how it is.
To a sorry degree, we boaters, influencedby circumstances beyond our control,
brought this on ourselves.
This summer's drought drove hordes of rain-starved whitewater enthusiasts
from all over the east into this tiny Appalachian town. They congregated like herds of wild
animals at the last water hole during a hard desert summer. The situation became
particularly intense on the Fridays and Mondays this September, when many boaters
paused in Friendsville to run the Upper Yough during their seasonal migration to the
Gauley. And, because many of these boaters were far from their home turf, they had little
appreciation of the local sensitivities.
The resulted in sensory overload for the citizens of Friendsville. Or rather, an
overload of insensitivity.
Too many cars parkedunder the bridge. Too much traffic. Too muchnoise. Too
many raucous young strangersloiteringon the streetcorners. Too many people sneaking
behind bushes to change their dothes or to pee. Too much for the decent folk of
Friendsville to bear.
I know that none of this sounds so terrible, at least to those of us who deal with
urban Americaon a daily basis. Frankly, even on the busiest day the streets of Friendsville
hardly compare to D.C. Beltway. And, after all, if you catch a glimpse of someone's bare
behind a half mile away, you could just look the other way.
Considering that the river was only running one day a week for most of the
summer, one might argue that the locals could have been a little more tolerant. But,
please turn to page 21
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P URPOSE
The American Whitewater Affiliation (AWA) is a national organization with a
membership of over 1300 whitewater boating enthusiasts and more than 50 local canoe
dub affiliates. The AWA was organized in 1961 to protect and enhance the recreational
enjoyment of whitewater sports in America.
EDUCATION: Through publication of a bi-monthly journal, the AWA provides
informationand education about whitewater rivers, boating safety, technique, and equipment.
CONSERVATION: AWA maintains a national inventory of whitewater rivers,
monitors
potential threats to whitewater river resources through its "River Watch"system,
cci
publishes information on river conservation, works with government agencies to protect
and preserve free-flowingwhitewater rivers, and provides technicaladvice to local groups
regarding river management and river conservation. AWA also gives annual awards to
individuals to recognize exceptional contributions to river conservation and an annual
"hydromania"award to recognize the proposed hydroelectricpower project which woudl
be most destructive of whitewater.
EVENTS: AWA organizes sporting events, contests and festivals to raise funds
for river conservation. Since 1986, AWA has been the principal sponsor of the annual
Gauley River Festival in Summersville, West Virginia, the largest gathering of whitewater
boaters in the nation, other than at internationalracing events.
SAFETY: AWA promotes paddling safety, publishes reports on whitewater
a dents, and maintainsboth a uniformnationalranking system for whitewaterrivers (the
International Scale of Whitewater Difficulty) and the internationally recognized AWA
Safety Code.
ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSES: AWA was incorporated under Missouri
non-profit corporation laws in 1961 and maintains its principalmailing address at PO Box
85, Phoenicia, NY 12464. AWA has been granted tax exempt status by the Internal
Revenue Service under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The
charter indudes the following purposes: encourage the exploration, enjoyment, and
preservation of American recreational waterways or man-powered craft; protect the
wilderness character of waterways through conservation of water, forests, parks, wildlife,
and related resources; promote appreciation for the recreational value of wilderness
cruising and of white-water sports.
PROFESSIONAL STAFF: Except for membership services and the Executive
Director position, all AWA operations, induding publication of the bi-monthly magazine,
are handled by volunteers.
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-%&e visit our new outposton th$i$anks
of the NantahalaRiver, in ~ & t h~a'f~lina.
Test drive THE BEST on ou6:~ight-mile
whitewater track. You'll enpy iihding' out
why a custom-built and outfitted,
ready-to-paddle Whitesell Canoe is still your
best bet for maximizing your abilty on all
classes of whitewater.

I

Call (404) 325-5330 for more info

1

2362-A Dresden Drive, Atlanta, GA 30341

and our free video.
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Anita Adams
Jack Hession
Route 2, Box 614
241 E. 5th Ave.
Princeton, WV 24740 Anchorage, AK 99501
Bill Baker
Diana Holder
9429 W. Ontario Dr.
Route 1 Box 90
Littleton, CO 80123
Fairview Mt. Rd.
Pope Barrow
Reliance. TN 37369
136-13th Street, S.E.
Chris Koll
Washington, D.C. 20003 25 South St., Apt. 67
Marcellus, NY 13108
Bob Gedekoh
Box 228, RD 4
Sara Lawrence
Elizabeth, PA 15037
6660 Bacchi
Dan Givens
Lotus, CA 95651
300 Straugh, #705
Tom McAndrew
Boise, ID 83712
5535 Ridge Ave.
Bob Glanville
Philadelphia, PA 19128
66 Deer Run
John Porterfield
Glenwood, NY 14069
RR2 Box 669
Orrington, ME 04474

Pete Skinner
Box 272, Snyder Rd.
W. Sand Lake, NY 12195
Keith Thompson
1171 N. 10th St.
Laramie, WY 82070
Mac Thornton
322 10th St. S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
Treasurer
Claire Gesalman
6301 Hillcrest Place
Alexandria, VA 22312
Executive Director
Phyllis Horowitz
PO Box 85
Phoenicia, NY 12464
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OHING, BIKING,
OUTDOOR CLOTHING

-

WRITE OR PHONf FOR OUR
F RE€ DISCOUNT CRTRLOG
Eureka. Jansport, Sierra Designs,
Slumberjack, Cannondale, Peak 1,
Chouinard, M a , Optimus, Lowe,

.
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" O U A L I T Y W H I T E W A T E R PRODUCTS"

welding

II

6 rnfg.

Aluminum rowing frames, camp
kitchens, dry boxes and tables.
Achilles & SOTAR inllatable boats and
FishRite aluminum boats & sleds.

(503) 773.5582
1385 Justice Road
Central Point, OR 97502
Call or Write for our
Free River Equipment Catalog

CASCADE OUTFITTERS
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P O Box 209
Sprlngf~eld.OR 97477
503 (747-2272)
Toll-Free O r d e r Llne 1-800-223-7238

F e a t u r ~ n gq u a l i t y p r o d u c t s f r o m
Perception, A q u a t e r r a , E x t r a s p o r t ,
Voyageurs, Paciflc Water Sports, Blue
Puma, Body Glove, Werner and more
Write for our FREE Catalog o f River Gear
Deolers: Ask about our Rescue Bags,
Sprayskirts, and Pogies.

WILDWATER DESIGNS

230 PENLLYN PIKE, PENLLYN. PA 19422
215-646-5034

Dear Editor,
My original intent was to write a
letter of rebuttal to George Siposs' letter in
your MaylJune '91 issue which was titled
"No More Hair". The more I read the article
though, the more I can see his dismay and
concern. Instead of a rebuttal, here's an
attempt at an explanation. (After three
months of thought.)
George, you were with the AWA
and Eastern National Champ in the early
'60's I'm sure you know a lot about the
sport--as it was in that era. The sport itself
hasn't changed so much; people are still
having fun in their preferred style (racing,
recreation, etc.) although the playgrounds
and risks have become more diverse. The
playgrounds of today's extreme boaters
have a few more bullies lurking around--so
one better be damned sure he can run
faster than them before he ventures onto
their turf. The AWA us still aimed at the
recreational aspect, as stated in the charter. "...promote appreciation for the recreational value of wilderness cruising and of
whitewater sports." But nowhere in this
magazine do I see any qualifiers on the
term "whitewater sports." Swim it, boogie
board it, race it, or tumble down the mountains on it. Recreational sports seems to be
the key word--having fun. I can honestly
say that when I'm paddling hard stuff, I'm
having incredible fun. If I weren't, I wouldn't
do it. It would be only a macho thing. It
would only be scratching the surface of a
very deep sport.
Is the fun only in going "to greater
and greater heights, literally, to pump
adrenaline into our veins?" Naw--the buzz
can be great fun, but that's not all. Bungee
jumping would suffice if that were the case.
The physical motion of launching through
the air, of hitting an impossibly small eddy,
sticking a move you've run through your
head a hundred timesfeelsreally good. Ah,
but the fun and challenge isn't limited to the
physical side. The mental acuity, the pure
thoughtless concentration you're able to
achieve when running the extreme allows
you to pack a whole lot of life in a short
chunkof time. Speaking of both mental and
physical skills, my honemaster bud Eric
Nies says, "It's like being the mad scientist
and the white rat at the same time."
Yes, it does require skill, George.
Your statement regarding waterfall jumpers "this is not technique, freefall does not

require paddle braces" is completely ludicrous. Wake up and smell the coffee
(polypro). The "safe and sane" stunts you
used to do are no different from today's
stunts--the people doing them would certainly consider them "sane." As for safety,
they've never been "safe". It's the calculated riskthing. Any good boater is going to
have a pretty good idea of the outcome of
the rapid before he runs it. I don't think
anyone wants to roll dice out there more
than they have to. The house usually wins
if you rely on luck...
Luck. This is where the problem
lies. Forgive me, but the river Gods aren't
fair. You see, if a climber's skill isn't commensurate with theclimb, hefalls. But even
if a boater is a complete hack he can giJ
bumble down most anything if he's lucky.
Conversely, a homeboy ninja might have a
lapse of concentration and pay heavily. Go
figure. What to do? Well, we can stack the
deck in our favor by honing skill, covering
our butts with ample safety and portaging
when our heads aren't right. Hopefully, by
then the risk is one we're happy to accept
for the love of the sport, and not one born of
ignorance and rammed down our throats.
Thanks for listening,
Tom DeCuir
Wesser, NC

Dear Editor,
Hair today, done tomorrow. NO
WAY! l!That's all we need is another pond
paddling magazine. Keep printing those
hair boat'n articles. This is my response to
a letter entitled "No more hair" that appeared in the MayIJune issue.
I'll never consider myself to be a
hair boater, but I sure enjoy reading those
articles. And do you think that just because
I read these articles, I'm going to grab my
boat and run out to do mystery moves at the
bottom of Niagara Falls? Naaah, I don't
think so.
I think the AWA, ACA and other
whitewater organizations do an excellent
job of educating and informingthe paddling
community on safety and the dangers of
river running. All we can hope for is that
each individual paddler can judge his own
skills, abilities, and limits properly.
Hair boating has been around a

PADDLECOMPANY
long time. I would guess those paddlers
who first paddled the Colorado, Gauley or
Upper Yok could be considered hair boaters. These paddlers have years of experience and are well seasoned. They know
the dangers and risks involved and accept
them. Therewill always be boaters pushing
the limits. It's like that in any sport. Not to
glorify them or anything, but the sport
wouldn't be what it is today if someone
hadn't kept pushing to do more challenging
rivers. Heck, we'd still be paddling seal skin
over the years. A lot of safe and durable
equipmenthas been developed. And we've
learned a lot about safetyand rescue techniques.
I agree with Mr. Siposs, hair boating is not for everyone. But that is no reason
to censor it from the AWA Journal. As for
myself, if every kayak trip was a quiet and
safe enjoyment of our waterways, and I
didn't have just a little adrenalin pumping
through those veins, well, I guess I'd take
up a new sport.
Sincerely,
Donald Gens
Zoar Valley Paddling Club

WHITEWATER
CANOE& KAYAK PADDLES
with proven
performance you demand
durability y o u want
value that makes $ sense

Call or write for information & outfitters in your area:
RD 1, Spring Mills, PA 16875
814-422-8844
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The Prijon line of kayaks are blowmolded
from HTP-the finest HighMolecular Weight
Polyethylene. Its stiffness and durability logether with our true Keyhole cockpits and
collision plate footbraces set a
standard- for
. -safetu
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and comfort.
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Predictable and responsive,
the T-Canyon offers optimum
safety and performance for everyone
from steep creek boaters to beginners.
A joy to paddle on any adventure.

Dear Editor,
Is a new rating system for canoes
needed? They say open boats have run the
Gauley River, New River Gorge, and even
the Colorado thru the Grand Canyon. I've
seen films of "open boats" filled with airbags and other types of floatation running
these rivers, but not a true open boat.
Should these so called "open
boats" fall under a new classification such
as C1-AB (AB-air bag), C1-F (F-foam or
other types of floatation)? The only thing
they lack is a double-blade paddle and a
solid deck over their floatation. Maybe they
should be classified as "canyaks".

decade is available in either light
extreme configurations. Unmatched
'surfing, yet very comfortable on the

Bob Beck
Louisville, KY
Editor's note: SinceIdon'tpaddle an open
canoe (and sinceIam sound of mind--nor
wouldIwant to), Idon't feelIcan speak for
thelegionof openboatersIthink wouldtake
exception to your views, Bob. However, I'd

boat. It surfs and rolls like a single.
expert teams, Couples and guiding
. You can fall in love with a Topo-Duo.
For information on these boats and the rest
of the Prijon line, call or write: (303) 444-2336
Wildwasser Sport USA, Inc. P.O. Box 4617, Boulder, CO 80306

like to pointout thatkayaks, deckedcanoes
and open canoes all possess their own
particularperformancecharacteristics--regardless whether they're outfitted with
floatation. Those individualcharacteristics
are what distinguishes an open boat. Just
as a stateofmindlessness distinguishesan
open boater.

Hello AWA magazine dudes and dudettes!
Just a note to let you all know that
your semi-professionalor "amateur"magazine is what I would consider to be the&o
and real mag for complete whitewater enthusiasts. I live for each new issue. Y'all do
a areat job. Thanks for putting out a quality
piece of reading material for obsessed
kayakers like myself. Since I can't paddle
the level I wish I could, I love to read about
the people who can.
Keep up the good work!
Thanks
Heidi Erland
P.S. I fully support Carla and Gary's efforts
to make people laugh. I want to know who
the father of the first boating super baby is?
(Editor's note: Heidi, you misinterpret our
intentions. As the Journal of the A WA, we
obviously are attempting to serve a constituency ofincompletewhitewaterenthusiasts.)

Dear AWA Editor,
As a paddler, a physician and a
recent survivor of shoulder surgeryfollowing multiple dislocations, I would like to
comment on Stanley Burbank's safety artide in the SepIOct AWA. Anyone who has
tried to splint a dislocated shoulder on the
river, knows that it is next to impossible to
find any positionof comfort and that it leaves
the victim unable to assist in his/her own
evacuation. It is firmly the position of the
Wilderness Medical Society (a group of
outdoor orientedhealth professionals,many
of whom are paddlers and skiers), that with
proper training (a 1-2 hour session), most

individuals can and should attempt reduction (relocation) in the field. The National
Ski Patrol may feel differently as they can
usually sled someone down the slope to
immediate attention.
In my own experience,immediate
reduction is much easier to accomplishand
it eliminates much of the residual discomfort. It does not eliminate the need to see a
doctor after evacuation to make sure there
are no associated injuries and to plan out
an appropriate rehabilitation program. Although most of my dislocations happened
on the river (while foolishly highbracing or
otherwise not paying attention to my shoulder), my last one occurred in the emergency room while I was at work. Despite
already being at the hospital and being a
physician there, it took over 30 minutes (Xrays, etc.) before it was finally backin place.
Imagine what it would be like for a wet, tired
paddler who just had to sit in the back of a
pick-up over a bumpy mountain road. The
only pain I've experienced worse than that
night in the emergency room was the first
few days after surgery. And I've taken my
share of beatings on the river.
There are many excellent methods for reduction, including the ones mentioned by Burbank. One particularly good
way employs using your foot in the armhole
of the PFD on the affected side as a way of
achieving countertraction, and then gently
pulling back on the forearm bent at the
elbow using cravats for leverage. I don't
think anyone should try this unless you've
had adryrun during asafetyclinic. Asfar as
using a weight, it's a very good way, but
once you are concerned about circulation
(decreased pulse or color in the hand), you
need a quicker method.
This debate will probably rage on,
but in my experience (personal and professional), there is much less risk of causing
damage relative to the benefit of early reduction. In many cases, the paddler can
either walk out or sit upright in a raft, thus
avoiding danger to the entire party in trying
to carry someone out who is almost senseless from pain. I would definitely not want to
besplinted,fallout ina rapid, and have to try
self-rescue with one arm.
I agree that the best first aid is
avoidance, therefore, when you see me on
the river next spring, I'lldefinitely be the low
brace queen.
Sincerely,
Laura Helfman
Glen Cove, NY

t's the year 2004. You have
been enjoying a marvelous
whitewater adventure on
the gorgeous Laurel Fork of
the Cheat. Suddenly, the pristine,
laurel-choked forest gives way to
scrub and mud flats. You turn a
bend and you are confronted with
a monstrous earthen dam, over
two football fields wide and as high
as a 12-story building! (The dam is
kept without a reservoir most of the
time to be able to absorb flood water.)
Fences and buoys block your path
and you face a bone-crunching half
mile portage up the mud flats and
over the crest of the dam.
Dam advocates want to build
five of these boondoggles in the
upper Cheat watershed. They
would justify this proposal by invoking the fear engendered by the
Great Flood of 1985. Only one
catch: the dams would protect
downstream communities only
from a 100-year flood. The Great
Flood was much larger than that.
The West Virginia Rivers
Coalition thinks there are better
ways to handle floods, like early
warning systems, limits on construction in the flood dain. Dar-

I
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ticipation in the Federal flood insurance program, and perhaps
levees in the towns.
Founded by the AWAin 1989, the
West Virginia Rivers Coalition has
a concrete goal: to guarantee the
future of thirteen West Virginia
"crown jewel" rivers in the
Monongahela National Forest
(see next page). Included on our list
are whitewater classics like the
Smoke Hole Canyon, Blackwater,
Shavers Fork, Laurel Fork, and the
Cranberry. We are now conducting
an intense grass roots political campaign in West Virginia for designation of these rivers under the Wild
and Scenic Rivers Ad. Designation
would mean:
no dams or hydropower projects.
improved water quality.
better management of mining
and timbering.
enhancement of river access and
river recreation.

(

Map of Cheat Basin
from state-sponsored
dam study.

Our campaign is gaining
momentum, but it is expensive. If
you have not already joined
WVRC. we need sour help!

Yes, Count me in with over 240AWA members who have already joined WVRC! Enclosed is my tax-deductible
. Donors of $20 or more become WVRC members ($10 for West Virginia residents).
contribution of $
Name
Address
Address
City

Home Phone
Work Phone
State

zip -

Make your check payable to "AWAMlestVirginia Rivers Coaiition" and send to WVRC, Box 606, Buckhannon,WV 26201.
Please let me know how else I can help!

Open canoeist on Smoke Hole run of the Potomac--one of the 12 rivers found eligible for Wild and Scenic status.

12 MTV rivers "eligible" for Wild and Scenic
A report issued by
Monongahela National Forest
has concluded that 260.5 river
miles on 12 West Virginia
rivers are "eligible" for
designation as federal Wild
and Scenic rivers. A finding of
eligibility is the first step in the
designation process. Included
on the list are whitewater
gems like the Smoke Hole
Canyon of the South Branch
Potomac, Laurel Fork,
Blackwater, and Williams.
Among other advantages,
designation would forever
prevent flood control dams
and other boondoggles
affecting these streams.
The conclusions are
a smashing victory for
paddlers and for the West
Virginia Rivers Coalition
(WVRC), a group founded in
1989 by the American
Whitewater Affiliation. For
almost two years, WVRC has
been advocating permanent

prpotection for 269.6 river
miles on these same dozen
rivers, and the Forest Service
agreed with WVRC's views on
260.5 river miles. The only
segment advocated by WVRC
which the Forest Service did
not find eligible was the 9.1
mile segment of the Laurel
Fork upstream (south) of U.S.
Route 33. Yet, the report
expresses the view that this
segment could be reconsidered for Wild and Scenic if the
rest of the segments on the
Laurel Fork are recommended
for Wild and Scenic.
"WVRC's recommendations are just a hair short of
being totally approved by the
Forest Servicse," said
Executive Director Roger
Harrison. "We look forward to
working with the Forest
Service on the next phase of
studies--the suitability phase."
A finding of ellqibilih/
is the first major step in the

designation of a river as Wild
and Scenic; the next step is
t h e w phase, which
amounts to an impact
statement of the pros and
cons of protecting each river
under the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act. The final suitability
report is dorwarded to the
Department of Agriculture and
eventually to the President,
who will decide whether to
recommend any Wild and
Scenic designations to the
Congress.
In practical terms,
Congress rarely waits for the
whole process to be completed before acting. "We
hope to have a bill in Congress sometime next year,"
said WVRC Chairman Mac
Thornton. "WVRC is advocating Wild and Scenic designation to prevent dams and
hydropower projects, improve
water quality, and provide
permenant management

direction to the Forest Service
to maintain natural values on
the designated rivers and
about 90,000 acres of
riverside land."
WVRC is in need of
financial support of any
amount, although a contribution of $20 or more makes one
a member. Make the tax
deductible check out to %WA/
WVRC" and send to WVRC,
Box 606, Buckhannon, WV
26201.
Rivers found eligible
by the Forest Service include:
1. So. Br. Potomac, 22.5 mi.
2. N. Fork S. Branch
Potomac, 32 mi.
3. Seneca Creek, 13.0 mi.
4. Shavers Fork, 77.8 mi.
5. Glady Fork, 31.6 mi.
6. Laurel Fork, 29.1 mi.
7. Dry Fork, 13.7 mi.
8. Otter Creek, 11 .O mi.
9. Red Creek, 8.7 mi.
10. Blackwater, 8.7 mi.

Inside the beltway

Conservation news from the capitol
by DEEP THROAT
An eight-lane
interstate highway (known as
the "beltwayn) encircles
Washington, D.C. (stands for
darkness and confusion) like
an impenetrable moat
isolating the capitol from the
outside world. lnside this
terrifying inferno, while the rest
of the nation looks on in
horror, the ponderous wheels
of government slowly grind
away. The world inside the
beltway is a cacophonous
Tower of Babel--inhabitedby
politicians, bureaucrats, T v newscasters, lobbyists,
lawyers, government contractors, drug addicts and special
interest groups.
Undeterred by this
horrific scene, and ever alert
to anything and everything
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whitewater, AWA
,-affecting
volunteers keep a close watch
on events of interest to
whitewater boaters.
The following is part
of a continuing series of
reports from inside the

f

beltway.
FERC REDEFINES
NAVIGABILITY
In a decision so
amazing that even seasoned

veterans of government
double speak were shocked,
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (a consummate inside-the-beltway
agency) has pronounced the
Upper Yough in Maryland to
be non-navigable. Is the
Mississippi next?
The fact that
thousands of people navigate
the river every year in kayaks,
canoes, rafts, duckies, and
even on surfboards, made no
impression on the agency.
This outlandish
decision is insane, but
important. It means that the
Federal government will no
longer require the Pennsylvania Electric Powerplant on
Deep Creek to have a Federal
license. Under recent amendments to Federal law, Federally licensed powerplants are
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required to give recreation
equal consideration when
those licenses are renewed
every 40 years. Boaters are
now uncertain as to whether
Penn Elec will continue to
cooperate by providing
telephone notice of flows on
the Upper Yough and by
sometimes making flows
available for boating events
(such as the Upper Yough
race).
FERC found the
Upper Yough to be nonnavigable in the face of
overwhelming evidence that
the river has been used as a
transportation route in
historical times by Indians,
early settlers. loggers, and
others. However, since there
was no direct evidence that
these early users crossed
from Maryland north into what
is now Pennsylvania, FERC
ruled that the river did not
meet the strict test of being a
water highway used in

interstate commerce.
Recreational usage
in modern times is another
matter. Since recreational
canoesandraftshavegone
from Maryland into Pennsylvania, the interstate logic would
suggest that the river is
presently navigable for
commercial recreational
purposes.
Not so, said FERC in
September of this year.
Rather than floating
down river with one of the
many raft companies that run
commercial trips on the Upper
Yough every week, FERC
relied on expert judgment from
whitewater guidebooks
purchased at a bookstore
inside the beltway. These
suggested that the river could
not be safely navigated by an
average recreational canoeist
(i.e. complete geeks who
could not paddle across a
bathtub). The result: FERC
found that the river was just

too rough to be called
navigable.
One guidebook, Ed
Gertler's "Maryland and
Delaware Canoe Trails" was
quoted approvingly by the
agency as evidence that the
"unrelenting boulder piles,
ledges, blocked views,
unobvious passages, menacing undercuts, and technical
difficulties" rendered the river
impossible to commercially
navigate. (Note to Ed Gertler:
Thanks a lot, Ed! Your
hyperbole may sell guidebooks, but now FERC is
relying on your purple prose to
defame perfectly normal
rivers.)
Ed Gertler may think
it is too tough to navigate, but
one 7-year old reported to
AWA that his raft trip was "an
excellent trip". He declared
both Ed Gertler and FERC to
be "bogus dudes".

TROUTUNLIMITED FIGHTS
MICHIGAN RIVERSBILL
The bill to designate
14 rivers in Michigan as
national Wild and Scenic
rivers has hit some tough
sledding. It passed the House
of Representativesearlier this
year, but now Trout Unlimited
has voiced its opposition to
the bill. Trout Unlimited wants
the bill to specifically allow
fishery restoration activities to
be carried out in the newly
designated rivers. Wild and
Scenic river purists balked at
the idea, and a stalemate
ensued.
One side is determined to preserve the
"integrity" of the wild and
scenic rivers system as a
museum of perfect river
specimens. The other side
(fishery interests) wants an
assurance that fish can stay
alive in the rivers even if some
human intervention is needed.

Unless a compromise can be
reached, the bill may die.
The Michigan rivers
bill is important to whitewater
boaters because it indudes
several whitewater segments:
the Black (14 miles), the Paint
(51 miles), the Pine (25 miles),
the Presque Isle (57 miles),
the Sturgeon (43.9 miles), and
the Brule (33 miles).
LITTLE RIVER BILL
INTRODUCED
Legislation proposed
by Congressman Tom Bevill
of Alabama to make the Little
River Canyon in northern
Alabama a National Preserve
has finally been introduced.
whitewater boaters are
hopeful that hearings can be
held before Congress winds
up its work for 1991 and that
the bill will be passed early
next year.
The area affected
indudes one of the most
outstanding whitewater river

segments in the entire
southeast, not to mention
magnificent canyon scenery.
The proposed
legislation would permanently
protect Little River Canyon
from hydroelectricpower
developments. (Alabama
Power developed plans for a
huge earthen dam in the
canyon many years ago). It
would also authorize the
transfer of thousands of acres
of Alabama Power Company
property to the National Park
Service, and possibly also
some lands in the Desoto
State Park, as well as a
wildlife management area now
controlled by the State of
Alabama.
Under Congressman
Bevill's bill no private property-other than the Alabama
Power Company lands--would
be purchased by the National
Park Service. Nevertheless, a
small group of fanatics
continue to fight the proposal.
It is a case of ~oliticalwarfare

by FAX. Opponents of the
river protection idea obtained
the fax numbers of key
members of Congress and
jammed Congressional fax
machines with bizarre
diatribes blasting Congressman Bevill for his river
protection efforts.
Despite the furious
opposition, the bill is expected
to move ahead when cooler
heads come to the fore.
GAULEY OUTFITTERS
PRESSUREPARK SERVICE
The National Park
Service, already in a tight spot
at the Gauley River National
Recreation Area, has come
under increasing pressure
from commercial rafting
outfitters. This time the
problem is those pesky private
boaters who keep coming to
the river in ever larger
numbers during the fall draw
down season.
It seems that orivate
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boaters are interfering with
business of usual on the
Gauley and trampling on
private property rights.
Outfitters wonder, "why won't
these durn redneck kayakers
just go find their own river
where they won't get in the
way of our trucks, busses, and
rafts?"
In a letter to the
National Park Service (which
was leaked to AWA by
sources inside the beltway),
one of the largest outfitters on
the Gauley demanded that the
Park Service "develop" the
Woods Ferry road on river
right as an exclusive private
boater take-out and put-in.
The idea is to get private
boaters off the Panther Creek
trail. Development of this
existing road to accommodate
a large amount of traffic would
require blasting away a rocky
area right next to the river.
Outfitters have built
two private roads down to the
river in the Sweets Falls area
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several miles upstream of
Woods Ferry to make it easy
for their customers to gain
access to the river. These
roads are located at spots
which are ideal take-outs for
an Upper Gauley trip. Currently both roads are blocked
to private boater traffic. So
private boaters have been
carrying their boats up the
incredibly steep Panther
Creek trail which follows
Mason Branch up the diffs
below Sweets Falls. This is
private property (owned by
outfitters, of course) and
boaters park at the top along a
narrow road. Outfitter trucks
and buses are inconvenienced because they have to
slow down to get by.
An astute business
decision was made by several
large outfitters just before the
Gauley was included in the
national park system. They
quietly bought as much of the
lands in the river corridor as
they could--which was most of

the corridor and immediately
adjacent lands. They were
especially adept at acquiring
areas which could be used for
access to the river for Upper
and Lower Gauley trips. In the
blink of an eye, bulldozers
were sent in to build roads in
to the river through the newly
acquired areas. Then this
year, an outdoor restaurant
was constructed atop Sweets
Falls. Next year will there be a
Burger King going up? Who
knows?
From a purely
business point of view, all of
this was smart... and profitable.
One wonders, however, if
maximum profiteering will wind
up as the bottom line so far as
the Gauley is concerned.
Congressional hearings are
expected to be held soon on
all issues related to national
park concessions and
businesses since excessive
profiteering is also viewed as
a problem in Yosemite
National Park and Jackson

Hole, among others.
The Gauley is now
the only completely privatelyowned park in the nation. With
most of the lands owned by
business interests, the Park
Service has an incredibly
difficult job trying to manage
the area as a public resource.
At the present time, the park
service does not even have
access to an Upper Gauley
take-out or a lower Gauley
put-in for Park Service
personnel without begging
outfitters for temporary mercy.
UTILITYBUILDS
TRAINING SITE
It's several miles
outside the beltway, but word
percolated in from the
Maryland suburbs. It's now
official. In an unusual example
of cooperation between an
electric utility and whitewater
boaters, the Potomac Edison
Power Company in Maryland
has committed $25,000 to

help construct a $50,000
whitewater training site for the
U.S. whitewater racing team.
The site would be
located in the warm-water
discharge canal at the
company's plant in Dickerson,
Maryland. It will be operational
by Thanksgiving and will
provide the only year-round
training site in the United
States which is similar to the
course athletes will be racing
on in Barcelona in next year's
Olympic competition.
The course us
reported to be slightly shorter
than the Barcelona raceway
(900 feet long as opposed to
1200 feet long) and less steep
(16 foot drop as opposed to
24), but will have more volume
(650 cfs versus 350 cfs).
The project is the
brainchild of two D.C. area
racers, John Anderson and
Scott Wilkinson, who built a
scale model of the course with
PEPCO's help. The model
was tested in September.
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Access, conservation
dominate funding
Throughout the course of any
given year, AWA expends thousands of
dollars and man hours in the course of
furthering the goals of its Whitewater Defense Project. Much of this timeand money
must routinely go for the general conservation expenses of its Directors and Regional
Coordinators -- phone calls, postage, legal
and technical assistance, travel to meetings, conferences and hearings, and the
like. Unfortunately, you never get a dollarfor-dollar or hour-for-hour breakdown on
how this benefits your favorite rivers.
But on October 14, 1991 members of the AWA Conservation Committee
tried a little something new. They sat down
for a day-long meeting in New York City to
evaluate a number of highly specific funding proposalsinvitedfrom our Directors and
Regional Coordinators. During the course
of this sessionalmost $18,000 was committed to fund these various proposals.
So, in response to the ever-popular question -- Where does all the money
go? -- here's a breakdown on current AWA
conservation funding commitments and
what's going on in your backyard:
Deerfield River (Massachusetts)
AWA Project Sponsors: Bill Hildreth
and Tom Christopher
AWA Contribution: $1,50Oandpro bono
legal representation
Project Description: Attempt by New
England F.L.O.W. and AWA to obtain a
regular,frequentrecreationalrelease schedule on all boatable sections of the Deerfield
River through intervention in the FERC
relicensing process and negotiations with
New England Power Co.
North Chickamauga Creek(Tennessee)
AWA Project Sponsor: Ron Stewart
AWA Contribution: $100
Project Description: AWA joins other organizational sponsors participating in a
clean-up effort as a kick-off for the North
Chick Preservation Program.
Tennessee Valley Rivers
AWA Project Sponsor: Ron Stewart
AWA Contribution: $300
Project Description: Effort to bar wood

chipping activities which threaten
the healthof whitewaterriversand
steep creeks within the Tennesseevalley region. Funds donated
by AWA and other organizations
will be used to defray legal costs of
briefs currently being filed on behalf of all interested parties.
Little, Locust Fork and Cohaba
Rivers (Alabama)
AWA Project Sponsor: Ken
Burst
AWA Contribution: $450
Project Description: Purchase
of second-hand raft to facilitate
regular
efforts of the B ~ ~Rodeo
proceeds maintain Ocoeeaccesspoints.
mingham Canoe Club on area rivers- he raft will also be used for educational purposes to introduce local politicians and dignitaries to the value of
whitewater rivers within their domain.
Lower Saluda River (South Carolina)
AWA Project Sponsor: Laura Parker
AWA Contribution: $400
Project Description: I mprovement of
publiclands accessto Lower Saluda River.
The Palmetto Paddlers Club will perform
the work necessary to rebuild this heavily
eroded put-in in an effort to foster better
relations among boaters, other river users
and local citizens.
Arkansas River (Colorado)
AWA Project Sponsor: Ric Alesch
AWA Contribution: $500
Project Description: Promulgation of
lawsuits and related activities being conducted by the Colorado White Water Association to obtain continued boater access
to "The Numbers" section of the Arkansas.
Smith and Boundary Creeks (Idaho)
AWA Project Sponsor: Doug Ammons
AWA Contribution: $242
Project Description: Focusing public
and governmental attention on threats
posed by proposed hydro development on
Boundary Creekandexisting FERC project
on Smith Creek. These educational activities will support interventions in progress.

Ocoee River (Tennessee)
AWA Project Sponsor: Diana Holloran
AWA Contribution: $620
Project Description: Purchase of equipment needed by U.S. Forest Service to
efficiently maintain Ocoee River access
points. These funds represent partial proceeds of the Ocoee Rodeo.
Olympic Peninsula Rivers (Washington)
AWA Project Sponsor: Carol Volk
AWA Contribution: Grant sponsorship
and preparation
Project Description: Education of Olympic Peninsularesidentsas to the benefits of
FederalWild and Scenicprotectionfor area
rivers in an attempt to overcome present
majority opposition. As an initial effort to
assist the Olympic Rivers Council in this
endeavor, AWA will develop and sponsor a
grant application to the National Rivers
Coalition for the necessary funding.
West Virginia Rivers
AWA Project Sponsor: Mac Thornton
AWA Contribution: $5,000
Project Description: Further support efforts of AWA's West Virginia Rivers Coalition in its attempts to gain Federal protection for 13 whitewater segments located
within the Monongahela National Forest.
This most recent infusion of funds (AWA
has contributed an additional $10,900 to
WVRC since its inception in late 1990) was
made possible by the Gauley River Festival

proceeds and will be specifically used to
build in-state membership and support of
project goals.
Upper Yough (Maryland), Russell Fork
(Kentucky), Gauley (West Virginia),
Kennebec (Maine), Penobscot (Maine),
Black(New York) andKlamath (Oregon)
AWA Project Sponsor: Pope Barrow
and Steve Taylor
AWA Contribution: $2,000
Project Description: Technical analysis
of hydro-electric licensing and re-licensing
projects, including analysis of hydrology
(i.e., recreational flows) and numbers
crunching on power economics.
North American Relicensing Activities
AWA Project Sponsor: Pete Skinner
AWA Contribution: $4,000
Project Description: Identification of all
U.S. whitewater relicensing opportunities
subject to review by December 1991 and
immediate intervention in FERC proceedings to protect recreational interests.
James Bay I1 Hydro Project (Quebec)
AWA Project Sponsor: Pete Skinner
AWA Contribution: $1,700
Project Description: Travel to Quebec
with two US. legislators and other influential persons during August 1991 to introduce members of party to adverse environmental and recreationalimpact of proposed
$12.6 billion James Bay I1 hydroelectric
project. The group visited the area and met
with representatives of the Cree Indians
and others who would be adversely affected by such development. The immediate positive results of this expedition included the initiation of U.S. public hearings
on the subject by the legislators involved,
the shelving of related contracts for a oneyear period pending investigation and a
commitment from Robert Kennedy, Jr. to
represent adversely affected parties.
Bio Bio (Chile)
AWA Project Sponsor: Pope Barrow
AWA Contribution: $1,150
Project Description: Establishment of
new Bio Bio Protection Committee and partial underwritingof expensesrelatedto bringing several Chilean river activists to the
United States to meet with World Bank
officials, US. politicians, environmental
groups and media contacts to enhance
lobbying efforts and generate public interest in protesting proposed dams on the Bio
Bio.
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Film festival
celebrates
paddle sport
The Bluegrass Wildwater Association is pleased to announce its annual
gathering of talented photographers and
videographers for a unique and exciting
filmlvideo competition celebrating paddle
sport in all of its forms.
This is the ninth yearthat amateur
and professionalpresentations have competed independently for recognition, prizes
and Best of Show honors. Amateur entries
are judged and scored on creativity, photographicquality, editing, content, and use of
sound by a distinguished panel of judges
from the boating and media industry.
Professional entrants are judged
by a panel of paddling club representatives
from across the United States in aUpeoples
choice" competition.
Entries may cover any paddling
topicfromhair whitewater to oceankayaking
as long as the presentations feature only
human powered activities. Categories for
the amateur competition include: RecreationallScenic, Racing, Hair Boating, Humor, Conservation,Safetyllnstructionaland
Club. Amateur entries are limited to 20
minutes and may be in 8mm or 16mm film,
35mm slide or video format. Winners in
each category receive a prize and an award.
The amateur entry with the highest point
total receives a grand prize and Amateur
Best of Show honors.
Professional entries compete in
two categories, Open and Commercial.
Open presentations may be in any format
but are limited to 30 minutes. Commercial
presentations have special guidelines.
Prizes and awards will be given to the
winners of each categoryand the entry with
the highest score will receive a grand prize
and Professional Best of Show honors.
Past film festivalentries have covered paddling exploits in remote regions of
the world including Chile, China, Russia,
Pakistan, Nepal, Peru, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Mexico, Canadaand Africa. Rare film
andvideofootage of these areas plus many
rivers of the United States have had their
world premier at the NationalPaddling Film
Festival.
In additionto competingand viewing the latest paddling productions, the
National Paddling Film Festival is also a
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chance for the individual film and video
presentersto meet and discuss all aspects
of production.lt's a unique opportunity for
amateurs to pick up tips from professionals
in the film and video industry and for all to
become exposed to current trends in paddle
sport depiction. The Film Festival has
proven to be an excellent place to make
new film and video alliances.

Even if you don't have a formal
paddling production to enter--it's still easy
to become a competitor at this year's Festival. The Best Paddling Slide competition
continues in 1992. Simply send in no more
than three of your favorite 35mm boating
slides and perhaps a become prize winner
chosen from the first 160 entries received.
Of simply viewing excellent ama-

teur and professional paddling sport presentations is your preference then the National Paddling Film Festival will provide
you with a feast of original and exciting
presentations. Plan to attend.
For more information please contact: Bluegrass Wildwater Association, PO
Box 4231, Lexington, KY 40504.

Raffle sponsored by Millbrook Boats
nets $1,722 for AWA river defense
By PHYLLISHORO WlTZ
A WA Executive Director
Last February we got a phone call
from John Kazimierczyk, boat designer
extraordinaireand owner of MillbrookBoats
in Weare, New Hampshire, asking us if we
would be interested in having him put together a raffle to benefitAWA1sWhitewater
Defense Project and donating one of his
models as first prize. Were we interested?
I'll say! Familiar with the popularity of his
designs, we knew the idea would sell. But
little did we know that his efforts would reap
a $1,722 bonanza for AWA!
Quickly the project unfolded. Before we knew it, John obtained commitments for a number of substantial secondary prizes -- a $245 paddle of choice from
David Gatz of Fine Line Paddles, a $200
clinic (or the equivalent in merchandise)
from Tom Foster of the Outdoor Centre of
New England and a $100 gift certificate
from Bill Zeller of the Country Canoeist.
Such generosity inspired us to throw in five
AWA gift memberships as fifth prizes, pick
up the tab for ticket printing and run ads in
AMERICANWHITEWATER to publicize the
event.
Then, John took care of the rest.
He distributed tickets to the participating
dealers and other interestedindividualsand
businesses, and he and hisvolunteerscould
be found hawking raffle tickets at every
race and take-out in the northeast throughout the spring, summer and fall. The response was more than encouraging.
The grand finale took place at the
Farmington Slalom in New Boston, Massachusetts over the weekend of October 19
and 20. The latest Kaz hot canoe designs
-- Hooters, Howlers, and Kyotes --were all
over the race course. Everyone present
spent the weekend determiningwhichmodel
they would select when their winning ticket
was drawn after the awards ceremony on

Denis Mcbne photo

John Kazimierczykpresents raffle check to A WA Executive Director Phyllis Horowitz as
prize winners Dick Maciel (left) and Charles Peterson (right) look on.
Sunday.
Fantasy provokeddecisive action,
and last-minuteticket sales soared -- espedally after Denis McLane, owner of the
campgroundat the EsopusCreektake-out,
announced at the Sunday morning racers'
meeting that he would match the value of
that day's sales with a cash donation of up
to $200. Those present decided to hold
Denis to his word -- 120% worth! Kaz was
grinning ear-to-ear; so was AWA Executive
Director Phyllis Horowitz, as they paused
between each race run to handle raffle
transactions.
So, who won the grand prize?
Despite large blocks of tickets held, nobody
present at the drawing. The Millbrook Boats
canoe of choice went to Terry Thrasher of
Cleveland, South Carolina! Terry had purchased his tickets by mail in response to the
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ad run in this magazine. Other prize winners were Dick Maciel, Klaus Renner,
Charles Peterson (who won both Fourth
and Fifth prizes!), Bill Gilleece, Allen
Harmsen, Henry Schreiber and Deb
Dickson.
AWA extends its gratitudeto John
Kazimierczyk for his energy, enthusiasm
and generosity in executing this successful
enterprise. As he specified, the $1,722 in
raffle proceedswill be used to fund an AWA
conservationor access project in the northeastern United States.
Would your business or dub like
to help AWA in its efforts to preserve and
protect our threatened whitewater resources? We'd be happy to get behind you
as much as possible. To discuss possible
fundraisingideas, contact Phyllis Horowitz
at (91 4) 688-5569.

Dear Dave..
you missed a good time
at the Gauley Festival
Dear Dave,
Sure, Dave, your poor mother died just two days before
the Gauley Festival. You did your best to streamline the funeral-got her in the ground in six hours, a new entry in the Guiness Book.
Then when that fiasco with your boss came up, you had no choice
but to quit your job. Imagine asking someone to work on Festival
weekend. So, yourwife went into labor at a most inconvenienttime-you still had 40 hours to drive from Colorado to Summersville.
Maybe if you'd had another hour or two to sleep, you wouldn't have
caused that chain reaction accident on the Interstate and endedup
in jail. But let me tell ya, buddy, you were the one and only paddler
in the whole country that didn't make it to the 1991 Gauley River
Festival!
Why, we had boaters from every state except Nebraska
and Iowa, and every country in this hemisphere. Yup, as bad as
you feel lying there recovering from your injuries, it would've taken
just as long to recover from the hangover you'd have had if you'd
have made it. You know how the boating crowd loves to party!
What a bash! It started Saturday morning when the
vendors started showing up. Kind of a low-level, mellow kind of
free-for-all. We had every single kind of gear-maker there, over
thirty of them. They really went all out this year. Everyone was
running videos--with incredible set-ups; Tom Love even had an
inflatable pavilion. New Wave, OTP, and NOC were overflowing
with accessories. All the paddle makers were there. Must have
been a thousand boats sold this year. In the afternoon people
started drifting in off the river. We set up the auction booth and all
the food vendors. We had everythingfrom barbecued chicken and
hot sausage sandwiches to burgers, pizza, and corn on the cob.
And, of course, beer.
Things really got going around five o'clock. The crowd
was swelling, the weather was great, and everyone was feeling
good. As soon as they ate and got a beer, they made the circuit to
check out the deals. As always, the best deals were at the auction,
and Chris and his crew were in rare form. I got all my birthday and

Christmas wishes filled out early on, then just got down to the
serious stuff.
We put up a hi-striker for the he-man crowd and a dunk
stool just for laughs. Pat Norton and Bob Glanville were the good
sports that kept us entertained there. Then as the sun set, Barry
Grimes set up the videos and, as usual, had some unbelievable
footage that had us spellbound throughout the evening. We even
had avideo projector up at the stage with everyone's run at Pillow
Rock, bigger than life. The band that took the stage was Tim and
the Tornadoes. They were the only wild weather we saw that
weekend, a first for the Gauley Festival. A full moon came up by
nine o'clock, and that's about when the howling began. You know
what a full moon does to boaters!
So anyhow, everyone got real crazy, but not crazy enough
that I'd have somethingembarrassingto relatenow! In the morning
we were able to resuscitate all the bodies. A few need reconstituting, but everyone was breathing when I left and that's good
because the river was great, too!
I was hoping to make enough money this year to start a
new AWA policy: Buy the River. Well, we made enough to continue
the old policy--protectthe rivers. We cleared around $15,000. But
that's okay, too, considering the fun factor. Where else can you
raise that kind of money so painlessly?
Do you think if we threw a party, we could raise enough
money from our boating friends to hire a lawyer, or maybe post
bail? You think it over and get back to me in a couple of months.
Sincerely,
Barry Toscano
Festival Director
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Hydropower opponent

Echeverria resigns
American Rivers
A critical player in the war against
unwise and environmentallydamaging hydropower has announced that he will be
leaving his current job at American Rivers.
On August 15, John Echeverria
told AWA River ConservationDirector, Pope
Barrow, that he will be moving on to join the
National Audubon Society as their chief
attorney. John's departure could be a serious blow to the river conservation movement.
John has been the preeminent
force over the past decade in the effort by
environmental groups to bring about improvements in the hydropower policies of
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
In 1986 Echeverria established
the National Hydropower Center at American Rivers and became its first Director.
Almost immediately, American Rivers and
John targeted FERC's policies of limited
public involvement, limited public notice,
voodoo economic analysis, and hydro industry bias.
Despite the occasionalfrustrations
suffered by John- and others- in their dealings with the hydromaniacs at FERC, river
conservationists throughout the nation are
all aware that John and the National Hydropower Center have made a very important contributionto the nation's energy policies and to the ecological well-being of
America's rivers and streams.
John is probably most famous for
his exciting and precedent setting efforts to
have existingdams removed so that a badly
damagedriver ecosystemcould be brought
back to life. He has worked on both the
Edwards dam removal effort in Maine and
the Elwha River dam removal project in
Washington State.
John is also noted author who has
written many articles on hydropower. He
did 95 percent of the work on RIVERS AT
RISK (coauthored by Pope Barrow and
Rich Roos-Collins), a bookwhichexplained
in layman's terms thevariousways in which
private citizens can effectivelyinfluence the
hydropower licensing system.
Matt Huntington, who has been
working with John at American Rivers for
several years will take on the position of
Coordinator for the National Hydropower
Center when John leaves. He will be stepping into very large shoes.
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cfs River Gear & Outerwear
352 Cmnea, Ende

Lizlerpml New Ywk 13090
(315) 652-8397

KOKOTAT/RAPIDSTYLE/EXTRASPORT/NRS/
BACKLUND, SIDEWINDER & MITCHELL PADDLES/
TIGHT S K I R T S f l I L D E R N E S S SYSTEMS/
NEW WAVEKLIMB H I G H K R I T T E R
MOUNTAIN ......AND MORE.

by SIDEWINDER

TIRED OF PADDLING SLUGS?
Then the BANDIT is the boat for you!
All layups: Glass, Poly,Kevlar
Heavy-duty seams
Sparkle or solid colors
Also available as kits
Squirt and kids' models

PADDLES
Compiete line of w~oderp
&synthetic kayak paddles
Slalom, Slasher & S.O.Terrik
NEW! Synthetic CANOE paddles
Wildwater, Slalom
Standard or heavy-duty layup
Graphite kayak, canoe paddles available
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Forum continued

Boaters need
to consider
local's feelings
as the locals see it, they shouldn't have to
be tolerant.
Friendsville is, after all, Their
Town. Most of them were born there; in fad,
most of their grandparents were born there
too. And, in spite of their proximity to one of
America's premiere whitewater runs, most
of them have no interest in riding
whitewater.
Instead, the younger residents of
Friendsville prefer horses and pickups and
the ubiquitous ATVs. Too each his own.
The
older residents, who are, to understatethe
facts, set in their ways, consider boaters at
best an annoyance; boaters disrupt their
daily rituals and routines.
Only a handful of residents are in
a position to profit from the presence of
boaters. Popular though it may be, the
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Upper Yough ain't Disneyland and
Friendsville ain't Orlando. For most locals,
there really aren't many incentives to be
tolerant. Only a few own or work at the
handful of restaurants, gas stations and
stores that serve boaters.
Besides, they argue, the DNR built
a take-out downstream with plenty of parking, a change house and facilities. The
boaters should go there and stay off the
streets. Not being boaters, the locals don't
understandthat this would necessitatepaddling a couple of extra miles of flatwater.
Worse still, because of the late, abbreviated releases, it would require spending
another hour or so on river, waiting for the
flow to make its way downstream. The
locals don't understand that the boaters
don't want to be stranded on the river until
after dark.
Well, I'm sure you get the picture.
A lot of this could have been avoided if
everyone had just used a little common
sense. Tried to consider other folks' point of
view. After all, howwouldyou feelif you saw
someoneusing your street as an outhouse?
Maybe, now that the releases are
over and the crowds are gone, everyone
will calm down. Maybe there won't be a
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drought
next year. And, maybe, if we're lucky, by
this time next year the boaters and the
citizens in Friendsville will be on civil, if not
friendly, terms again.
But this little piece wasn't meant to
be just about the trouble in Friendsville. It is
about the trouble that occurs in practically
every River City, USA.
The trouble in Canon City, Colorado and Watertown, New York and
Summersville, West Virginia. The trouble
that can occur between locals and boaters
anywhere.
Some of this trouble can't be
helped; it is the inevitable consequence of
a cultural clash.
But clearly a lot of it could be
avoided, if boaters showed a little common
sense, kept a little lower profile and acted a
little more courteously. It would save a lot of
grief in the long run.
The lesson of Friendsville is clear.
The time has come to stop testing the
tolerance of the Friendliest Littlest Towns in
the USA.

Bob Gedekoh
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You can't break a fiberglass boat
PETER COGAN
Occasionallysomeone will lookat
the front of my fiberglass kayak, which is
green with two black "headlights", and say
something like, "What are those two black
spots on your boat?"
"Black epoxy paint," I tell them,
somewhat embarrassed. Yeah. A mistake.
Sooner or later, it happens to everyone. When I finally purchased my first
glass boat, I had two major fears. I wouldn't
abe able to paddle it. And I wouldn't be able
to fix it.
Now, several years later, I am
competent at both. This article is an attempt to allay some of the fears of the
boater who doesn't run a garagefora living,
yet is faced with the daunting task of fixing
a common glass boat problem: a hole or a
crack.
My buddy Bruce taught me the
first rule of glass boat repair early on: Fiberglass boats do not break. I had difficulty

Fiberglass patches are cut to size before mixing the epoxy.

Let $20 find a hole in your pod
The A WA is fighting to save our whitewater
resources. You can help. Your $20 membership fee is funneled directly into our effective
river conservation actions. Plus--every
member receives a bi-monthly subscription
to American Whitewater...the best semiprofessional whitewater magazine in the world!

I

Join the AWA today and receive American Whitewater at home
Yes, I want to join the A WA and receive a subscription to American Whitewater. I've enclosed m y tax-deductable
contribution of $20 ($25 Canada, $30 overseas) to help conserve our whitewater resources and promote river safety.
Name:

Address:
Mail to AWA, P.O. Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464
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believing this as I gazed down
Once vou have carefullv
layered your progressively larger
upon two cracks in the stern of
pieces of glass onto the crack,
myvampire,after an inadvertent
take off the gloves and lay some
stern squirt.
plasticover the entire area. Then
"No really," Bruce said.
squeegee the excess epoxy to
"Fiber glass boats do not break."
the side. Finally, tape down the
But, now I know. It's
plastic with masking tape.
true. Fiber glass boats do not
break, because they can almost
The speed at which the
epoxy will set depends on the temalways be fixed.
Of course, before you
perature of the area where you
start your career in boat repair
are working. If your room is cold,
come back in a month. Otheryou will need to put some money
wise, at room temperature, overdown. A power drill with a sanding attachment, large quantities
night should be sufficient. Once
of resin and hardener, ie. epoxy,
again, putting a bright light under
fiberglass, gloves, a scissor, a
your boat will speed the process.
When it's dry, off comes
respirator and goggles.
the plastic and you can admire
Yeah, a respirator. This
is serious business. Breathing
/ your beautiful patch. If it isn't really beautiful, don't worry. After
fiberglass while grinding could
easily shorten your future seaall, you're only a beginner.
Now if you were really
sons.
Finally, forthe true novsmart you would have mixed some
ice, you need a pair of Dickies,
pigment into the epoxy to match
available at Ames, K Mart and
the bottom of your boat. Oh
the like. I patched for several
well, next time.
You can use your sander
years in old dungarees and
to touch up the patch as needed.
wasted shirts before buying the
one piece, dark blue, multi-pockOr leave it alone, a bit rough
eted mechanic's outfit. The difaround the edges.
Rememberwhatyou did
ference is substantial.
Even if you are a rookie
well and how you screwed up for
future reference and head for the
(and you are), even if you make
anumberof stupidmistakes (and
river. And remember, you can't
you will), you will feel and look
break a fiberglass boat.
A disc sanderis usedto thoroughlygrindthe area tobe
the part in this uniform. Clothes
Now, even with a good
mentor, there is still oneother crudo make the man; the right attitude is in the outfit. when your neighbor drill will suffice; but if you intend to do a lot cia1 component to boat repair. This is the
drops by as you are laboring in the sun on of patching or want to do fine work quickly, technical consultant. It might be your menyour once new boat, you will barely recog- a grinder is better.
tor, but it doesn't have to be.
nize your own voice when you say casually,
Who do you call when some
For prepping, lay out allyour glass
very casually, "Yeah, just a little boat repair. pieces on some newspaper, as well as knucklehead has bowled you over in an
No big deal."
some plastic and some masking tape. If eddy, lifting the combing from your cockpit?
But it is a big deal, and that is why you do this anywhere near your boat, you Who's your source for the latest news in
you need a mentor. You will need to watch will get epoxy on it. It won't come off. Trust material...Dynell? Zynell?
someone in action while you take copious me on this. And wear gloves. Epoxy
Your technical consultant, of
mental notes. Bill was my mentor; the one doesn't wash off easily.
course.
really good looking patch on my boat bears
How do you choose one?
The glass should be cut into prohis signature. Exquisite work... a patch to gressively bigger pieces to fit the repair.
Look for the boater with the Mikita
be proud of.
The smallest piece will cover the actual grinder. The individual whose boat doesn't
Basically, there are four steps to crack, the largest piece should cover the appear to have any cracks, any signs of
boat repair: grinding, prepping, glassing entire area that you have ground. A patch repair. Even though you know you saw that
and admiring.
may require anywhere from two to six lay- boat ender, hit rockand sink. That man...or
First, you need to grind down the ers, dependingon the size of the defect you woman... is your technical consultant. Once
area on your dry boat so that the crack have put in your boat.
you find this person... never let them go.
disappears. If your boat is wet, try putting a
Make sure you saturate the glass
Good luck.
lamp under it to speed the drying. It may with epoxy. I don't bother with a brush; I use
take quite a bit of grinding... continue grind- my gloves to knead it into the glass.
Editors note: Peter Cogan is the President
ing until you are leftwith a smooth, concave
When glassing, it is important to of the Kayak and Canoe Club of Boston
area where the crack once was, much like do it right the first time. The more you play (KCCB). I f you send him large amounts of
a hole dug by a very careful dog.
with the pieces, the more likely they are to money, he willreveal the name of his techA sanding attachment on a power separate and turn into a mess.
nical consultant.
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BRlEFs
Russell Fork popular despite low flows

Releases limited
to a bony 800 cfs
to help fish
The recreational releases on the
Russell Fork might have beenminimal--but
at least they were predictable. And consequently, boaters flocked back to
Tennessee's premier dass 5 run for the
1991 season.
The Russell's rebound came on
the heels of adisastrous1990 season when
the Army Corps of Engineersunexpectedly
lowered the releases from the James
00
HanniganDam from the usual level of 1 ,I
to 1,300 d s to 800 ds. Unsure about the doability of the Russell at that level resulted in
only 880 rafters and boaters experiencing
the run.
The concerns of the whitewater
community were not groundless. Optimal
flow levels on the Russell are between
1,100 and 1,300 d s and while the river
remains navigable between 800 and 900
ds, this small river turns into steep-creekstyle paddling with an enormous push and
little room for error. Things tighten up, and
routes are not very distinct in the tight slots
and boulder gardens. Pinning and broaching opportunities increase by leaps and
bounds with enough exposed undercut,
subterranean territorytosatisfyavid cavers.
But a low Russell Fork is better
than no Russell Fork. And during the four
Octoberweekendreleasedates,over 1,600
whitewater enthusiasts descended through
the Gorge.
Despite the Russell's popularity,
the chances of returning to the former release levels are slim. The Army Corps is
following therecommendations of acombination of fish and wildlife agencies that
advised that releases in excess of 800 d s
from Flanigan Dam are detrimental to fishery in the Pound River.
Flanigan is located on the Pound
approximately a mile upstream from the
confluence with the Russell Fork. The fishery experts concludedthat advanced flows
during the four weekends might damage
gravel spawning beds and wash away
aquatic life on which fish feed.
However, the experts failed to
mention that higher flows are often released

Boaterplunges into the maw of the third drop of El Horrendo.

Commercialrafl drives for the sneak route at the third drop of Truple Drop.
rom the dam during the spring for flood
m t r o l purposes without adversely effectng the fish population.
The Army Corps hasassured padllers that the 800 d s releases will be coninued during Octoberweekends. And if the
nain stem of the Russell has better than
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average natural flow, paddlers might still
see optimal levels.
The Corps has also added a flow
phone for the convenience of paddlers.
The phone number is (703) 835-1438.

S AFETY
Too close to the edge

Lessons to be learned from cold-weather accident
By Dave Reid and Charlie Walbridge

Sometime last spring I got a near
miss report from Dave Reid, an active paddler in theTulsa,Oklahoma area This town,
is an unlikely hotbed of whitewater boating.Localboaterscallthemse1ves"TheDust
Bowlchapterof the ArkansasCanoe Club".
The "Tulsa Play Wave" on the Arkansas
Ever is a seriouslocal play spot;capable of
giving even expert boaters a wild ride. After tuning up here 2-3 nights a week, the
group treks to Colorado, New Mexico, and
Arkansas regularly.Thevictirn,Dave Reid,
is at 51 a 20 year veteran kayaker; an experienced class IV-V boater who spends a lot
of time on the water. His story is compelling not onlybecause of his ne& drowning
experience, but for the teamwork and persistenceof hiscompanions.It giveseach of
us a lot to think about.
Dave Reid Begins:
"On the morning of January 12,
1991it was eighteen degrees at 6:00AM on
my ice covered driveway. I loaded my
Corsica on JonHarrison's Land Cruiser in
record time, then rushed inside to wait for
Harrison Sutcliffe and Rick Irwin......Rick
suggested that awater level of 6.5' washigh
enough to paddle the Upper, Upper sectionof theMulberry..... the shuttlewas only
$6 and it was hours closer to Tulsa, (so we
decided to go).
We put in at Wolf Pen. Air temperature w& now 35 degrees and Jon
thought the water temperature was also
35....We all had drysuitsandneoprene rubber gloves, except for Harrison who had
Yellow Jacketsso he could hold his paddle
better. ~venwithneo~rene~loveso~
hands
got cold.
"We played our way down the
river to a little surfing spot that looked
Class I1 at most.....We all surfed a bit and
decided to go to thesouthbankfor lunch.....I
decided to try Jon's new Seda Mo,untain
bat.....settingthe stagefor atruly terrifying
sequence of events. Each little mistake I
madewould not normallymake any difference. Added together, they were deadly.
The cold water changed everything.
"Allour normal sprayskirtshave
golf wiffle balls looped on the grab straps.
Jon had a new Yak Keyhole skirt with just
a flat nylon (grab loop) strap. No problem
! It had been years since my roll failed me.
Squirt boat window shades and forward

360's on the Tulsa May Wave had taught
me patience and confi-hence.Jon's state of
the art bulkhead (foot braces) were adjusted toofar forwardfor metolockintothe
full length thighbraces. No problem!I just
slid forward in theseat until my toes touched
the bulkhead. By doing this I was off the
back band and hip pads, just sitting on the
edge of the seat. I thought,"Bulkheads are
a real hassle to adjust and this is only a
woof-type hole." I put on my thick fullfingered neoprene gloves because my
hands were cold, and headed out to have
some fun.
"That Mountain Batwould really
accelerate out of the north bank eddy into
the wave slot. I felt like I was in my Bishop
Z-Axis squirt boat, not a plastic kayak.
After threeshots, thewater keptwanting to
turn me into a side surf. So I arched backward and stuck out the old low brace.
"I don't know what caused me to
flip over....When I set up for the roll, the
thick neoprene gloves could have caused
me to orient thdpaddle the wrong way. I
did my roll by instinct, and was surprised
not to roll upright. I think the whole roll
movement took5-10seconds; in retrospect
I think I had lost ....coordination and
strength.....it was nobig deal. I would pop
my skirtand swim. Iran my fingersaround
the cockpit rim and could not get the slippery nylon pull strap in my fingers. This
tookanother 5-10 seconds to perform....mo
panic....time for the hands roll I'd been
working on.....I just didn't have the extra
snap hand rolls require. My head is still
underwater. No panic....lots of time left....I
could push out, skirt, and all....I was suddenly too tired to push....Iremember thinkingUIsthisreallyit?"After nomorethan30
seconds I just went to sleep. My head was
underwater and my body was asleep.
"Now, here is what my friends
tell me happened:
"No one saw me go over. Rick
noticed the upside down kayak and
shouted,"watch for the swimmer!" Jon
went for his camera to record me swimmingand started planning the harassment
program. Everyone was sure I was not
having difficulty because my actions were
slow and precise.
Harrison saw the paddle floating
downstream, sensed that I was in real
trouble, jumped in his kay&.....and started
paddlingacross the river at top speed....He

put his kayak's bow in my hand and attempted an eskirno rescue. I put a hand on
theboat.... itmusthavebeeni&inct ....(but)
I did not try to roll up. Next Harrison....attempted to pullmeup by my helmet.....even
with an adrenaline rush, he could not get
my face up. So he used the bulldoze technique to push me and my boat across the
river....the current was super pushy. Jon
had run down the shoreline even with
us....and jumped in..... the swirling water
causedmy kayaktoveer backintotheriver.
Harrison had to make another bulldozer
pass.....(and) Jon got in the water and
grabbed my boat.
"The river bank was 5-6 feet high,
almost vertical, and slippery with
mud.....the water wasover Jon's head.....(he)
could not roll the boat upright....(so he)
reached under the boat....and released the
sprayskirt and popped me free..... Jon and
Harrisonstill could not get my head out of
the water....the rushing water's current
would not get me to the bank....he was
almostcryingwithfrustration.....(he) finally
pushed my head into the bank. Rick Irwin
slid down the steep bank and grabbed my
inert body.Jongot on thebank somehow....at
last my head was out of the water. I think
my head was under water at least five minutes and maybe ten - who will ever know?
".....What asight! Thepersonwho
minutes ago had been joking now had a
face full of mud, was colored a revolting
blue, and had blood oozing out of his nose.
Jon could not see any breathing or pulse
and knew I was in serious trouble.
Somehow they got meup the bank,
but dropped me pretty hard. At that point
Jon thought I might have achance because
I made a rattling sound in my throat ...J on
opened my eyelids..... my eyes were not
rolled back and the pupils were not
dilated.....Jonwasable to pry openmyjaws
wide enough to insert his hand.....he said
my mouth was full of mucous and my
throat wascompletelyclosed.....not a pretty
sight.....all this time I was making rattling
sounds, but my chest wasnot moving. The
team started (giving)chest compressionsin
time with the rattles coming from my
throat....it was like I was in a deep sleep
making really gross snoring sounds.....I finally started breathing in short, shallow
bursts.
"My first recollection is shouting
over and over,"Jon, I'm O.K."(Jon said I

really only mumbled afew times) Iremember breathingand it was one of the hardest
things I've ever done.....as soon as I started
breathing my skin color started returning
to normal. I wanted to move my arms and
legs, but theyweretoo heavy and I couldn't
move them. I remember wanting to stand
up. It was all I could think of..... I would
twitch my arms and legs, get up on my
elbows, and fall backwards. Finally I was
able to balance on one elbow, then my
handsand knees. The guys told me to relax,
but I never heard them. I just knew I had to
stand up.
"Jon thinks that it took fifteen or
twenty minutesfor me to stand upwith the
group's help.....I kept sayingWletme go, I
can walk", fighting off all help. When they
would give in and let go I would start
falling down. They would grab me and the
argument would start again. After some
time.....I began to see images for the first
time. I had no idea where I was, who I was,
or how I got there.....my speech was very
slurred, as if I were severely intoxicated. I
wanted my kayak and argued that I could
paddle.....my hearing was returning.
Harrison finally convinced me that I had
lost my paddle and to get into Rick's
canoe.....hedeflatedhisairbag and1kind of
draped myself in thebow.....WithHarrison's
help, Rick made an Arkansas mud slide
launch down the steep bank into the
river .....(and paddled to) a summer home
about1/4 mile downriver.
"Jon towed my kayak across the
river and along with Harrison tried to help
me out of the canoe. I would accept very
little help.....and insisted on pulling my
kayak to theroad.....about 200yardsuphill.
I was close to the road when I got really
tired..... There was a short strip of black
asphalt driveway leading to the road......I
lay downon theasphalt torelax.....Ifelt like
a limp dishrag.
A truck took Jon to (the put-in,
and he) returned with thecruiser.I changed

into wool socks, a fleece paddling jacket,
and a fleece jacket..... I felt really good and
we decided to highballdrive back toTulsa.
When we got to the hospital in Broken
Arrow (Oklahoma) I thought they would
listen to my lungs, give me antibioticsand
send me home.EKG,chest X-Ray, and blood
samples started and went on throughout
thenight. They put meon oxygen for aday
and a half and itwas wonderful. Thenurses
kept measuringmy blood oxygen andit got
to 98%of what it should have been at 3:00
AM the next day. About then I finally got
warm.
"The doctors said that the cold
water caused my esophagus, trachea, and
larynx to go into severe muscle
spasms.....my body asphyxiateditself! The
lack of oxygen shut down my brain and
slowed my heart....Thefall helped to get my
heart back into action. As blood started
moving, my brain kicked back in. As more
oxygen became available, other functions
came back....a truecoldwater/near drowning incident!
"I ended up with a severe case of
pulmonary edema. It took four weeks of
recovery before I could get back in the
water.....My larynx developed an
infection.....My voicewill probablysound a

littledifferentfor along time. But I have no
heart or brain damage and should make a
fullrecovery. Jon,Harrison, and Rick's ability to handle my lifeless body, their calm
work in clearing my throat and in coordinating the chest compressionsbrought me
back....it takes real dedication to do what
needs tobe doneon apersonalbasisto save
a person's life.
"Kayaking is an assumed risk
sport. It means a lot to me and my friends.
I hope this story helps every paddler avoid
this situation.
"Lookformeontheriver.Iwillbe
the guy putting golf wiffle balls on spray
skirt pull straps."
I have chosen this report for a
number of reasons. The first is that it emphasizes not only that troublecanstrikeon
an ordinary trip, but that the presence of
experienced companions can make a difference between life and death. The group
responded quickly and intelligently, dealingwith the problemsthey faced until they
succeeded.All of those involved should be
commended for their actions. Most of the
lessons learned were covered by Dave in
his report; I will condense them and add
others.
Second, thisexperiencepointsout

Not because you want to be different...

Because you want to be

BETTER!

Caper and Encore. Two new solo playboats
designed to encourage, not prohibit, proper
paddling technique. Whitewater canoes for
paddlers, not floaters. Call or write for free
catalog featuring all five Dagger models.

Kayak Chile
Kayak trips for experts only, with no rafts to wait
for. Run the Bio-Bio while the proposed dams
remain unbuilt. Then go on to the legendary waterfalls of the Fuy and the giant, clear waves of the
Futaleufu. Run more whitewater and see more of
Chile than you can any other way. Call now to
reserve your choice of kayak model and departure
date, and to receive further information and a list
of all past participants, (who have come from nine
different countries,) so you can confer with some
of them. Sport International, 314 N . 20th St.,
Suite 300, Colorado Springs, CO 80904 USA.
719-520-1784. 800-779-1784. FAX 719-630-1892.

CANOE COMPANY, INC.

PO Box 1500, Harriman TN 37748

(615) 882-0404
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the seriousness of a near-drowning incident. Many people have been rescued from
drowning only to die later because of a
failure to seek follow-up medical treatment. When deprived of oxygen, metabolic changesoccurin thevictimwhichcan
be damaginglongafter he starts breathing
again. Sometimesabad swimcan have the
same effect. I strongly recommend that
anyone who goes through an experience
like this go to a hospital afterwards.
Third, as the narrativeshows, victims are often irrational, even belligerent,
in dealingwithrescuers.Many of themetabolicchangeswhich occur will reducereasoning ability and alter personality.We've
all dealt with the guy who won't get out of
the water after a long, cold swim. Jim
Seggerstromof Rescue 3 describesa situationinwhichalittleoldladvwhocalled an
ambulance started shooting at the paramedicswith a.357mapumrevolver!Don't
be surprised by absurd or aggressive behavior. Take charge. Guide the victim as
best you can to keep him from injuring
himself.
Fourth, it's clear that extremely
coldwater caninitselfbelifethreateningin
ways that are not well understood at
present. A number of inexplicabledeaths

have occurred during swims of relatively
easy white water. Heart attacks are one
possibility; laryngospasmis another."Sudden Disappearance Syndrome", or cases
wherea person fallsintothewater and does
not surface, has been linked to cold temperatures and drug abuse. Several people
havereportedfeelingof apathy and disorientation hanging under a kayak in extremely cold water. More information is
needed, any anyone with first-hand experience is encouraged to write me.
Modern dry suits are excellent.
They're so good that they may give paddlers a false sense of security. It is possible
that the shock of cold water may reduce a
paddler's ability to function so that performinglearnedmovementsliketheeskimo
roll is impaired. All this must be taken into
account on extreme-weather runs.
Fifth, what are the risks that come
withusing thenew generation of leakproof
sprayskirts? Unlike the old bungee-cord
models whichcan beworked loosebystruggling paddler, the latest superdry models
like the Yak, Manhole, Bushsport, Seals, or
Harmony are so tight that a paddler can't
push free and must use the grab loop to
escape. Many of these have flat webbing
grab loops which can be plastered close to

thedeck Allarehard tofeelwithneoprenegloved hands, which this accident shows
may create a potentially deadly combination.
If you own one of theseskirts, how
do you protect yourself?First, you'vegot to
be sure that the grab loop is out. This is
designed into most, but not all, sprayskirts.
Second, Dave Reid recommendsusing Pogies or Yellowjackets or cutting off the fingertips from neoprene gloves to improve
your ability to find the grab loop. Don't
count on using a knife to cut your way
loose; it's possible, but you won't have time.
You may want, as Dave Reid suggests, to
attach awiffleballorsomeother item to the
grab loop so it is easier to find.
Sixth, it's worthy of noting that
this group of four experienced paddlers
had their hands fullwiththismishap.Think
about this when you plan your next winter
run with only one or two other people.
Lastly, poor boat fit definitelycontributed to this mishap. This is oftenaproblem with borrowed boats, and is tolerated
far too often. Always consider the risks
involved with sloppy or dangerouslytight
outfitting.
And please: let's be careful out
there!
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XIC SKIING
TELEMARK -SKATING

Tua Extreme IExpresso telemark ski '91 $299
SALE
Black Diamond Toute Neige telemark ski '91 $295 SALE
Black Diamond Magnum Sauvage ski '91 $375
SALE
Kazama Outback telemark ski '91 $270
SALE
Merrell Maxx tele boot $459
SALE
Voile Classic Cable binding $69.95
SALE
Lowe Special Expedition Internal Frame Pack $279 SALE
Arva 4000 avalanche beacon $219 two for $399
Ortovox avalanche beacon $249 two for $449

BOATS FROM:
Dagger - Mad River
Old Town Wenonah
Perception - Infinity-

-

$199
$199
$259
$249
$399
$63
$199

MARMOT
,.,s

Polarlite Tech
Sweater
reg. $135

Nunatak Gore-Tex
Jacket (wornens)
, , . , , ,$
regm$17s

"WE SHIP KAYAKS"

At MOUNTAIN GEAR, we deliver the best in
products and service at reasonable prices.
Phone and mail orders accepted.
Call for our latest ski and outdoor Hot Sheet.

2002 N. Division,
Spokane, Wa. 99207

Wear your colors
Show yourself as a part of the AWA river
gang. All shirts are high-quality 50/50cotton
blend while AWA hats are perfect for
concealing those just-off-the-river
hairstyles. Our patches are great for
recycling ripped jeans while waterproof
decals on the bottom of your boat demonstrates your loyalties as you swim to shore.
Order your gear here
cost

item

size

T-shirts, AWA logo: short sleeve (S,M,L,XL) long sleeve (M,L,XL)

8.00/12.00

1

T-shirts, Bold New Look: short sleeve (M,L,XL) long sleeve (M,L,XL)

8.00/12.00

]

AWA River Caps

8.00

1

AWA Embroidered patches

1.OO

AWA Waterproof Decals

total

I
1

50

Please add 2.50 postage per order for shirts and hats

total order

I

mail check to AWA, P.O.Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464

AWA National Whitewater River lnventory
New 1990 edition updated to include:
.River maps for all U.S. whitewater rivers
.Revised list of each whitewater river nationwide
.Includes mileage, access points and whitewater rating

copy today

Printed copies available for $15 from AWA Whitewater Inventory, 136- 13lh St., SE, Washington, D.C. 20003.
Also available for $7 on 5 1/4 inch floppy disc (requires IBM or ISM compatible computer with a hard drive and dSase 111

Please send me

prmted copies of the AWA Nationwide Whitwater Inventory at $15 each.
Total of S

Please send me

copies of the AWA Nationwide Whitewater Inventory on floppy d~scsin dbase I l l at $7 each.
Total of S
Enclosed is S

Name:
Street Address:
--

-

State and Zip:

1
I
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Whitewater Heaven .....
byRICHIEHUGHES,JULIE TROGDON, MIKE TROGDON
and BOB GEDEKOH

WHITEWATER HEAVEN
The Animas stands as the
gem of the San Juan Basin
with 26 miles of nonstop
class 3-5 rapids through a
superb wilderness setting.

......Whitewater Hell
Colorado's
San Juan Basin
retains the flavor
of the old West:
w i l d , beautiful,
untamed ...and r'
times dangerous.

B
WHITEW A T E R HELL
With potential carries around No~ a & eand Broken Bridge rapids
and a lethal box canyon lurking
just past the take-out, the Animas
can prove dangerous to the
unwary paddler.

1881.
Durango, Colorado. Boomtown.
Though less than one year of age,
Durango is heaven and hell on earth. Ore
miners, cowboys, gamblers, whores, gunfighters, aspiring railroad tycoons and a
handful of decent folk wander the dusty
streets.
There is no law and there is no
order.
The town's first dentist arrives one
afternoon by stagecoach. Before nightfall
he watchesin dismayas thecoach's driver,
a miscreant and murderer named Henry
Moorman, is hanged from a tree in front of
what is to be his office.
A range war rages between two
cowcamps; one centered in the Durango
area, the other in nearby Farmington, New
Mexico.Resident desperadoand gunslinger
Isaac Stockton leads the Colorado contingent, terrorizingthecomrnunity.Stockton
goes so far as to threaten the life of Mrs.
CarolineWestcottRomney, the town's fashionably plump and feisty newspaper editor. She is anything but intimidated and
continues to take Stockton to task in her
paper, The Record.
Mrs. Romney is no stranger to
danger,she had personallytransported her
press fromLeadvillethe preceding December, crossing oneicecold river 30timesand
another 16 times. Reportedly she cheered
her despondent teamsters on by singing
"Many Rivers to Cross" at each fording.
Eventually, aninimitablecharacter named Robert Dryer is hired as sheriff,
and, for a time, things settle down. A fair
and honest man, he rules with an iron fist.
Unfortunately, he is accidentally shot in
the neck by one of his deputies while making an arrest, and must temporarilyreturn
east to have the slug removed.
By September, Isaac Stocktonhas
also fallenvictim to abullet. He dies resisting arrest and is unceremoniously planted
in the town's Boot Hill.
Meanwhile, in Silverton, about 50
miles up the Animas river, there is a sudden outbreak of piety and all the "soiled
doves, gamblers and harlots" are driven
out of town. They promptly jointheir spiritual brethren in Durango. Some feel that
Silverton's loss has been Durango's gain.
But not all.
When Maud Austin, one of the
"soiled doves", dies, Mrs. Romney writes,
"She was a remarkably good looking
women" who "lived a life of shame, and
here we draw the veil of charity". To Mrs.
Rornney's mind Durango does not need
"soiled doves".

But she has definite opinions
about what Durango does need.
"The only lack of resourceshere is
those potent civilizers of their pioneer
brothers-the &Is."
All tGe while,
Denver and Rio Grande
workerscontinue to toil
at a furious pace on the
rail line that will link
Durangoand Silverton,
not suspecting that
more than a century
later, the narrow gauge
line will still be in use,
transporting, not ore,
but a human cargo the
likeof which they could
never have imagined.
1881.
Durango.
Frontier
Heaven and Frontier
Hell.

Kemple, and Bruce Ford, both champion
bareback riders, take home some cash.
The rodeocowboysaren't theonly
ones in town taking a wild ride for money.
Kayaks are everywhere, as many perched

Durango,
Colorado.Boomtown.
Hundreds of
vehicles cruise the tree
lined one way streets,
carryingtouristson their
way to the train station,
where they will bring
their Journey Through
the P& on Ghat is now
called the D~~~~~~ The Silverton narrow gauge railroad carries tourists through
silverton
N~~~~~ the scenic Animas River gorge.
Gauze Railroad. Backpack& board the train too; it provides atop pickups and Four by Fours as on the
accessto the Needles, one of the most spec- river. They reach their greatest concentratacular hiking areas in the San JuanMoun- tion at the southern edge of town, where
tains.
loudspeakers blare and the river is lined
Around town locals are talking with spectators.
about the opening of City Slickers, a comNationally ranked slalom racers
edy western that was filmed nearby. The RichWeiss, KaraRuppel,Scott Shipleyand
cost of livingin Durangoisa frequent topic Kent Ford thread their way through a seof conversation as well. "What is the best ries of gates on the Animas' surging curwayto becomearnillionaireinDurango?", rent, intent on claiming some of the prize
they askone another.
money being offered to the winners of the
By now everyone knows the Champion International Whitewater Sepunch line. "Start out with two million."
ries.
Mountain bikes weave their way through
And, with the Animas pumping
traffic, headed for the trailson the outskirts more than 2500cfs through the infamous26
of town. Later, their riders will soak their mile run upstream, there is plenty of dmaching bodies in the Trimble Hot Springs. ger too, for those with the nerve to chalAt the fairground young cowboys chal- lenge it. A handful of boaters ride the
lenge the bulls and bucking broncos at a torrent, punchingmileafter mile after conprofessional rodeo. Most wind up with a tinuous mile of exploding waves and roarface full of dirt, but hometown hero, C.R. ing hydraulics.

Late in the day they decide to Colorado again. And the rivers of the San they would see the Animasfrom the safety
continue down the river two more miles luan basin certainly merit a place on every of the excursion train. Considering my
through the infamous Animas Box. Near serious boater's wish list.
physical condition, I thought this was an
the end, one falls into a roaring keeper.
interesting determination... but I was flatAfter a heroic surf, he is forced to swim.
tered and really wanted to do the Animas
Fortunately, he makes it shore before the The Animas: Silverton to Rockwood
badly.
current entersthe infamousand unrunable
Wedroveto the put-inat silverton,
by Bob Gedekoh
RockwoodBox. Hisbrand new kayakisnot
crossingnot one,buttwo, 11,000footpasses.
so ludcy; it flushesdownstreamand is never
TheAnirnaswasindisputablyone Soon we were on the river. Just outside of
seen again.
of themost exhilaratingexpert whitewater town the river passed throughan imposing
1991.
runs in the nation, if not the world. It was chasm. Within a few miles the volume inDurango.
also a very serious undertaking, particu- creased dramatically; the river was being
Whitewater Heaven and larly at flows greater than 2000 cfs.
fed by gushingstreamsrushingdown from
WhitewaterHell.
This much I had gleaned from thesnowcapped 13,000footpeaks that surDuring the past century Durango talking to Anirnas veterans and by scruti- rounded us.
has undergone an amazing transforma- nizingthe guidebooksto the area. But none
I knew that the first few miles
tion. Gunmanstockton,Sheriff Dryer and of this really prepared me for the over- were supposed toberelativelyeasy, but we
Editor Romney would hardly recognize whelming intensity of my first journey were paddling nearly continuous class 3
the place. They are long gone, but the spirit down the river.
and 4 whitewater... big, booming
ofadventure thatbroughtthem toDurango
It was the summer of 1987 and I whitewater.
lingerson.
I flipped on an oblique hydraulic
was still recoveringfrom a near fatal auto
There is still plenty of color and accident. I was paddling with a sixteen and rolled quickly. I wasglad that Ron and
excitement in Durango, especially if you inch metalroddriven through thecenter of Dean didn't notice; they were preoccupied
are a outdoor enthusiast. Located in my femur. Ametalplatewasholding one of with reading the torrent ahead. The water
southwest corner of Colorac'.~,Durango thebones in my forearm together.Iwasnot wasabsolutely frigid. Eddieswerefew and
functions as a center of operations for in top form.
far between. Sometimes miles passed bewhitewater boatersexploring the tributarWe rolled into Durango and met tween pauses to catch our breath. The
ies of the San Juan River, as well as for the hair boaters Ron Mullet and Dean Tomko, Anirnas was not a pool drop river. It ocDelores.
who had paddled the river the day before. curred to me that a long swim could have
Snow melt from the San Juans
Great news! The river was run- seriousconsequencesand that it would be
provides the action. Dependingonweather ning3~cfs.Only1500cfsmore
thanwhat difficult to rescue a person, much less a
conditions and snowpack, the San Juan most Animasveterans recommended! Ron boat, in this icy maelstrom,even for powertributaries are at optimal levels between and Dean scrutinized our party and point- house boaters like Ron and Dean. I had
mid May and mid July.
edly suggested that this might not be an heard of a number of individuals who had
Durango serves as a sort of spiri- appropriaterun for everyone. In fact,Iwas sacrificed their boats and paddles to the
tualcenterforboatersaswell,with theFour the only one they encouraged to go. The Animas. I resolved to keep my ass in my
CornersMarina,operated by the esteemed othersweredispatched to thetrain station; boat.
Wiley family, the nucleus of whitewater
activity. During peakseason acontinuous
streamof local and out of townboaterspass
through the store, stocking up on gear,
checkingon river levelsand seekingadvice
from old-timer Milt and his daughter
Nancy, arenowned hair and expeditionary
boater.
"Is there too much water to run
the Piedra?" they ask, or "Just how hard is
the Animas, really?"
Of course the unspokenquestion
is, "Are we good enough to sunrive these
famous runs?" But even if the answer is no,
there is no need to despair. The San Juan
tributariesprovidewhitewaterto challenge
all skill levels; there is something here for
everyone.
And so we present,for your edification, some profiles of the most popular
rivers of the San Juan basin, all readily
accessiblefrom Durango.
Read them, enjoy them and stash
them away.
Richie Hughes in the Alpine meadow setting of the Animas put-in..
Next summer the surf will rise in

eee
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Whitewater as far as you can see...class 3/4 rapids stretch for miles on the Animas.

The miles and the time passed where we're going!" I replied. By this time
quickly. We weregoing very fast. Consid- I was in no mood for a scenic tour... espeering the current, we had no choice. Why cially a tour of one of those brutish holes.
Without scouting, I followed Ron
makes the Upper Animas so swift? Gradient, for one thing. Volume, for another. The and Dean through the first, and easiest
average gradient for the 28 mile is 80 feet/ class V rapid of the river... the Garfield
mile. To put thisin perspectivefor eastern Slide. At thefirst eddvbelow thebottomof
boaters, the Animasisroughlytwo and one the rapid my companionsdebated whether
half times steeper than the Upper Gauley. it really merited its class V rating, while I
Considering that the two are frequently struggled to regain my composure. After a
paddled at about the same volume, 1000- few seconds of careful consideration I in3000cfs,it is not surprising that the Animas formed them that I wanted to scout the
provides non-stop, big water action.At remaining class Vs.
After looking at the next one, No
higher levelsit featuresseveral class4rapName, I shouldered my boat and hit the
ids that are several miles long.
Ron and Dean led through these tracks.Itwas steep and powerful,featuring
longwavetrains,effectivelyscoutingfrom "must make" moves with violent hydrautheir boats. We punchedmeaty hydraulics lic consequences. Class four water continand dodged ominous pourovers with po- ued fro&the bottom of No Name as far as
tent pattemsof recirculation.Thereweren't Icould =.At 3000cfsNoNamelooked like
a lot of these, but there were enough. It a class 5+ to me. On subsequent trips,
seemed to me that my companions had a when the Animas was running less than
second sense regardingthe locationof these 2000, I have paddled this rapid. Even at
monsters. Still I worried they might get lower levels, it is frightening. To make
tired and suffer a solitarylapse in vigilance, matters worse, No Name is relatively hard
one that would havehorribleconsequences to spot from upstream; the approach is
nondescript.
for someone... most likely me.
At my requestwestoppedto scout
Although his lines were flawless,
Ronseemed almostcavalier in hisapproach the Broken Bridge Rapid...one of the most
to the river. Of course, he had tackled it difficult sections on the river. The rapid
several times before, and at even higher was somewhat different from the rest. A
levels.He wasso relaxed, while I was wired. number of boulders had tumbled into the
Right in the midst of rapid he would river, renderingit technicalas wellas pushy.
nonchalantlyspin about and pointout some And, of course, there were thoseledgesand
pourovers. Happily, my companions
scenic feature.
"That is Mount Garfield...13,074 tracked a benign route through this maze.
By the time we reached the railfeet," hewould calmly announce, or "This
is Needle Creek." "Just pay attention to road bridgebelowTacoma, 26milesdown-

stream fromsilverton,Iwas physically and
mentally beat. Ron and Dean, on the other
hand seemed quite chipper. Amazingly,
we had been on the river less than four
hours.
This point presented an interestingdilemma.Beyond thebridgethe Anirnas
entered a deep box canyon with vertical
walls that were hundreds of feet high. The
rail bed traversed a cut, high on the face of
the cliffs, then left the river canyon altogether for several miles.
Therewereanumber of factors to
consider. The two mile box canvon was
said to contain rapids more difficult than
any of those we had paddled. Some of
these, particularly the first one, could not
be adequatelyscouted orportaged, because
it was wedged between two sheer rock
faces. Finally, immediately below this two
mileboxcanyon, wasa second box canyon,
one that was said to be inescapable and
totally unrunable. Reportedly it had already claimed several lives. The first box
flowed directly into the second, without
much of a pause.
On the other hand, carrying two
miles out the tracks to Rockwood posed
distinct disadvantagesas well. The excursion trains were running through every
hour and the cut is so narrow in places that
it is difficult to get off the tracks to let them
by. As a con&quence, the railroad had
forbidden boaters from walking out the
tracks. Those who got caught faced a stiff
fine for trespassing.
(Editors' note: They still do. Sometimes it is possible to make arrangements with
the railroad in Durango to shuttle out on the
train, but this is expensive. Other boaters keep
a very low profile while running their shuttle,
then wait until late in the
evening, after the last train has passed, to carry
out. This isa tenseaccess situation, and boaters
areadvisednot to incur thewrath ofthe Durango
and Silverton Railroad.)
After some consideration I decided to wait until the last train had passed
and walk out. I waved as Dean and Ron
disappeared over the first blind drop that
marked the entrance to the Box.
But my adventure on the Animas
was not over. M i l e I sat waiting, another
group of paddlers rounded the corner. I
recognized some of their faces, they were
upper Yough regulars from the ~afiimore
and D.C. area. After some discussion, they
announced their intention to run the BOG.
"Wasn't I going to run it too?"
I didn't know themwell, but1had
seen them paddle, and I knew that I was at
least as good as several of them. What the
hell, I thought, as I watched them charge

over the blind drop, oneby one. If they can
do it, I can do it.
My head full of thismindlessbravado, I charged after them.From thecrest of
a wave just above the first ledge, and past
thepointof n o r e t u r n , I r e W thatImight
have made a mistake.
Just ahead of me was a towering
white wall of water. Beyond that lie carnage... empty boats, unattended gear and
swimmers.Icharged the wall, backendoed,
and rolled in the swirling current.
We spent the next hour and ahalf
doingour best to reunitepaddleswithpaddlers and boats with boaters. We were almost at the bottom of the box before we
completed this task. The character of the
Animas was dramatically different in the
Box. It was a darkand eerieplace. The river
was compressed and boiling between the
cliff walls and there were strange swirlies
in the eddies.
The Animas was still swift and
pushy, though there wereoccasional pools.
There were plenty of nasty pourovers and
hydraulicstoo, and theywere hard to miss,
especiallywithoutRonand Dean to follow.
It was serious class 5+water; no one knew
the way, and we were in over our heads.
I wasn't even sure that we would
recognize the gap in the cliffs of river right
that marked theend of the first boxand the
beginningof thesecond. It wasgettinglate
and no one was having much fun. We
pushed on, taking turns in thelead. I rolled
several times in unpleasant places, and I
wasnot alone.Everyonewasafraid that we
weregoing tobeinadvertentlyflushedinto
the second box.
Fortunately, from a small eddy
between two large rapids, we spotted the
trail that leads out of the river. After what
we had experienced, the steep, rocky half
mile climb out of the canyon seemed easy.
It was nearly dark.
I was ecstatic. I had survived the
Animas. Since that day I have paddled the
Anirnasa number of times and it is still one
of my favorites. It is hard to imagine so
muchincrediblewhitewaterin sucha spectacular place. The river seems less intimidating to me now; I'm in a lot better shape
and I know what to expect.Itdeven like to
run the Box again, but somehow I never
seem to catch the river at less than 2200 cfs,
and I'm not anxious to repeat my first experience. It's one of those dragons out there
still waiting to be slain.
My advice to anyone thinking of
running the river? Review the maps and
text of Wheat'sFloater'sGuide to Colorado
before you go. Make sure your skills and
equipmentare up to the task and that your

Hermosa Creek
companionsare too. Go withsomeonewho
knows the river and choose a level approby Bob Gedekoh
priate to your abilities.
PaddlingtheAnimascanbeafanThis small, steep and continuous
tastic paddling experience, but it also has highmountaintributaryof the Anirnasdoes
the potential to be a disaster.In theend, it's notseealot of traffic becauseof difficulties
all up to you.
with access. But those with the perseverance and the stamina to overcome this obstaclearerewardedwithamagnificent and
challengingwildernessrun.
The Animas: Durango Run
There are basically two ways to
by Julie and Mike Trogdon
put on Hermosa Creek. Most boaters folThis section of the Animas fea- low the suggestioninDougWheat's guidetures numerous class I1 and a few class I11 book and carry and/or drag their boats
rapids, makingit afavoritewithnoviceand four miles upstream from where Highintermediate boaters. It is also run com- way576 dead ends. This provides a lively
mercially by a number of raft companies eight mile class IV paddle downstream to
headquartered in Durango. Multiple ac- the junction with the Animas. Wheat sugcess points are available at either end, so gests that an additional three miles can Ik
that boatersmay elect to paddle only a few added to the run... by carrying three addimiles, or as many as twenty. This is a great tional miles at the top!
Needless to say, it is hard to get
placeforboaters to practicetheirbasictechtoo enthused about this proposition. But
niques.
A permanent slalom course has there is another way.
Not necessarilyabetter way... but
been constrhed by volunteersat Smelter
Rapid, a long class I11located at the south- another way, none theless. HermosaCreek
ern edge of Durango. For two years this becomes navigable, and I use that term
course has been utilized for the Champion with some reticence, eighteen miles upInternationalWhitewaterSeries Kayak and stream of its confluence with the Animas.
CanoeRaces. Thiseventhasattractedworld Not far from the base of one of the back
class competitors and the site has been slopes of the Purgatory Durango Ski Area
named a Center of Excellence by the U.S. the two forks of Hermosa Creek, merge,
conditionally providing enough water to
Canoe and Kayak Team.
Several popular play spots are float a boat.
Last season we found our way to
located downstream, including a number
of excellent surfingwavesnot far from the thisjunctionwith thehelpof JackTurner,a
Four CornersMarina.The lower section of fifth generation Durangoan who is an acthis run flows through the Ute Indian Res- complished paddler and aformer member
of the U.S. Cross Country Ski Team. Jack,
ervation.
Each Junethe AnimasRiver Days, currently a Marketing Vice President for
featuring a whitewater rodeo and canoe, Purgatory, hunted elk in these mountains
kayak and raft racesare held on this section from horseback as a boy. Nonetheless, he
of the river. Much of the credit for the was anxious to see the Hermosa Creekvalcreation of the course, for organizing the ley from another perspective, and from the
Animas River Days and for attracting the top down. It soon became apparent that
Champion Series to Durango belongs to Jack's physical stamina and good humor
theaforementioned NancyWiley, coowner are a match for his sense of adventure.
At this put in Hermosa Creek is
of theFour CornersMarinawithherfather,
excruciatingly small; many more tributarMilt.
But Nancy, whose whitewater ies will contribute to its volume later.
For several miles the stream meexploits have been documented in numerous articles and documentaries, is not the anders through an alpine valley; and one
only member of the Wiley clan actively soon discovers why this means of access
involved in whitewater sports. Her sisters haslimited appeal. AlthoughthesurroundAmy, a professional photographer and ings are pristine, the upper reaches of this
guide, Janet, an architect, and Susie, a run are almost certain to be bony, even at
graphicartist, allsharetheirfather'senthu- relatively high flows. But strainers represiasm and commitment to river sports. sent an even greater obstacle to paddling
Small wonder, considering the fact that the upper Hermosa Creek. Strainers that
they were are raised with a whitewater arenot somuchachallengeto one'sboating
treasure flowing right through the middle ability, butrather achallenge to one's tolerance.
of their hometown.
Fortunately, most of thestrainers

.a.

.a.

vent soon enough to allow us to
t our boats and portage, but at
flows this might not be so easily
ihed. And it seemslikely that new
appear on Hermosa Creek on a
=is so the element of danger is
:able.About one-third of the way
he run the stream entered a mini) choked with strainers that we
make a single quarter mile portrail located high on the bank on
n summary, if climbing in and
ur boat at least twenty times to
ive river miles sounds insanely
ible, this is not for you. On the
d, if you really want to paddle
Creek, and you consider the alof carrying your kayak four
Thelower half of the runwas lively
or lesscontinuousclassthreeand
?water,unusually technical for a
m. And the surroundings were
u,the only signs of habituation
are along the last mile or so, this truly is a
wilderness run.
In summary, there is a stiff price
of admission to paddling Hermosa Creek,
but it isnotwithout reward. It isnot something most of us would choose to do on a
regular basis, but, paddled on occasion, it
represents a vigorous whitewater challenge.

...

The Piedra
by Richie Hughes

Do grizzly bears still stalk the
wilds of Colorado?
Probably not... at least according
to the state's Division of Wildlife. But not
everyone agrees.
DougPeacock, avietnamveteran
and Green Beret, hasfounded an organization called the Citizens' Committeefor the
Colorado Grizzly. These volunteers continue to scour the wilderness for signs of
grizzlies, and there have been a number of
undocumentedsightingssincethelast confirmed one was killed in self defense by an
outfitter in 1979.
If there are grizzliesremainingin
Colorado,Peacock, who haswritten abook
on the subject, believes they will be found
in the San Juans, specifically in the upper
reachesof thePiedrawatershed.Under the
stressof coexistingwith humans, grizzlies
often abandon their usual barren habitats
and head for the forests... like those along
the Piedra Thestressof humancontactalso
causes the bears to become more noctur-

nal... certainlyanencouragingthought for
paddlers planning overnight trips on the
river. Sweet dreams!
But grizzlies or no grizzlies,
whitewater paddlerswhotacklethe Piedra
are guaranteed a real eyeful of natural
wonder. River otters were reintroduced to
thePiedraseveralyearsago(asdocumented
in the March/ April 89 issue of American
Whitewater). Perigrine falcons soar over
the valley and mule deer are common. All
thingsconsidered, thepiedra is clearly one
of the most beautiful whitewater runs in
the west.
Described as a little sister to the
magnificent Animas, the Piedra flows out
of the San Juans with a charm all its own.
While the Animasflowsbetween towering
peaksand through an expansivevalley,the
Piedra flows through a series of three precipitous box canyons and steep, forested
slopes. ThePiedraofferstechnical pool drop
rapids, in contrast to thebigwater action of
the Upper Animas.
The Piedra is more mellow and
intimatethan the Animasandissomewhat
less intimidating, but this twenty mile
stretch of class 111,IV and, at higher levels,
V whitewater requires advanced boating
skills. The Piedra flows through a pristine
wilderness setting; between the put-in at
Piedra Road Bridge about ten miles north
of Pagosa Springs and the take-out at the
Lower Piedra Campground upstream of
highway 160 there is only one point of
access... the Hunter Campground. Themost
difficult rapids on the run lie just downstream of this site in a box canyon; boaters
who haveexperienceddifficultiesupstream
would do well to stop here.

At lower levels many partieselect
to put-in at the Hunter Campground since
the upper reaches of the run lie above several major tributariesandhencecanbea bit
bony. A Forest Service Road parallels the
river from Hunter ~ a m ~ g r o udown
i d on
river left, but it runs high on a ridge,
generally more than a half mile away from
the action.
But if there is adequate flow, I
prefer to run the entire river. Admittedly
the lower section is more exciting than the
upper, but the upper portion of the river
passes through some fantastically beautifulrockformationsthat arenottobemissed.
In the box canyon below Hunter
Campground there areat least six class IV
or Vrapids that command attention. Most
are short, steep eastern style drops. One...
the Mud Slide Rapid... was formed as recently as1979. Since the approach to some
of these rapids is blind, sawy boaters take
time to scout, sincelogscould create potential deathtraps here. At higher levels this
section of the river becomes very pushy
and is best left to the experts.
Optimal flows on the Piedra occur with snowmelt in late May and early
June, generally when the Animas is running at greater than 2000 cfs in Durangoor
theSan Juanis running greater than 700cfs
at Pagosa However, snowpackand melt in
thevarious portionsof theSan Juanwatershed is variable and unpredictable,
so that the advisability of attempting the
run is best made bychecking the river
yourself.
And while you're eyeballing the
river... keep an eye out for those bears!
A

A

...

East Fork of the San Juan/ San Juan
by Richie Hughes

A steep ledge on the Piedra...with higher levels the riverprovidesa challenging run.

Mesa Canyon: San Juan River
by Julie Trogdon
Not all of the whitewater in the
San Juan watershed is of the hair raising
variety. A number of runs are appropriate
choicesfor beginners and intermediates.
For instance, the San Juan, from
the town of Pagosa Springs to Trujillo, offers a 16 mile scenic trip through the San
Juan NationalForest and thesouthern Ute
Indian Reservation.
Known as Mesa Canyon, this section of the San Juan is graced by sky high
ponderosa pines, junipers and cottonwoods. Bird watchers may spot golden
eagles, red-tailed hawks, western bluebirds,
tanagers, warblers and many species of
ducks.
Like most rivers in southwestern
Colorado,Mesa Canyon is best paddled in
late spring and early summer... when the
flow at Pagosa is higher than 800 cfs. The
run consists mostly of class I1 whitewater
with a30 foot/ mile gradient, enough that
a lazy paddler would hardly have to put a
paddle in the water except to dodge an

occasional rock. This is not the kind of
whitewater likely to bruise your ego.
I have had the pleasure of paddling Mesa Canyon twice. Both times my
companionswere boatersof the insanecategory who had spent the previous days
tackling the hardest riversin theregion;the
Upper Animas, the East Fork of the San
Juan,HermosaCreek and the upper Box of
the Rio Grande. They wereslumming, and
certainly would not appreciate word gettingout that they hadcruised anoviceriver
with anoviceboater such asmyself, so alas,
they must go unnamed. Nonetheless, I'm
quitecertain that they found Mesa Canyon
a guilty pleasure, anopportunity toenjoya
relaxingfloat through some delightfulscenery, instead of being terrorized by killer
rapids.
Of course my companions managed to find a series of holes about seven
miles into the run where they could seek
redemption by practicing every imaginable way to surf their kayaks. But, to my
mind, surfing the hot springs at the put-in
at Pagosa is surely the best way to cap off
this fine run.
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This convenient run, just north of
Pagosa Springs, should be a staple in the
whitewater diet of boaters visiting the San
Juans. This gem, tucked awaybetween the
Piedrawatershedand thewatershedof the
Rio Grande, features mostlyclass 111and IV
water. with a convenient shuttle on roads
that are never far from the river, but are
unobtrusive. Most boaters will probably
spend two or three hours on this run.
Boaters comfortableon technical
water bordering onclassVmayelect to put
in above the Sand Fork confluence three
miles above the junction of the West and
East Forks of the San Tuan.
LESS competent boaters should
skip the East Fork and put-in near the West
~ o i junction,
k
since the run is mostly class
111-IVbeyond that point.
A bridge on a local road just off
highway 160, about nine miles north of
Pagosa, serves as an acceptable take-out.
Not far below the confluence of the East
Fork and Sand Creek, the East Fork drops
through a tight, steep gorge, about a mile
long, that contains anumber of largeboulders and pourovers. Unfortunately this
portion of the river, which drops at a more
than150 feet/mile,oftencaptureslogstrainers. For this reason the canyon should be
scouted from thecliffsalongriverright... it
will be necessary to abandon your car to
accomplish this. At higher levels this section would merit an honest class V rating.
Downstream of thisgorge, theEast
Fork providesclass I11and IV action; but it
is stillnecessary to bevigilantfor strainers,
since the river is quite serpentine in its
course. The flow doubles and theriverbed
widensconsiderablyafter the junction with
the West Fork, reducing the risk of entrapment. However, a broken down low-head
dam located several miles below the junction might present a hazard at some levels.
Unfortunately the East Fork valley is apparently being threatened by a
proposal to open a ski resort within the
National Forest, upstream of the run mentioned here. Such a development would
almost certainly damagethe river, since the
valley is quite narrow and any widening of
the road would surely compromise the riverbed. Local conservation organizations
are opposing the development, citing preexisting skicomplexes nearbyat Purgatory
and Wolf Creek as more than adequate to
meet the demand for ski services in this
area.

CORSICA EXOTICA

By LEE BELKNAP
I was standing alone by the road
atthe put-into theGravonariverineastern
Corsica. As I pulled on my spray skirt, a
short, thin, well weathered and very irate
farmer came running around the VW
camper from down the street. Since I
couldn't understand a word he said, I
shrugged. The man quickly figured out
how useless I was and ran a short distance
past me while I wondered if I was going to
be allowed to join my friends who were
puttingin across the field that lay between
me and the river.
The group was still in sight. Earlier I had expected to get ready whileshuttle
was being run. The language barrier had
prevented me from learningof thechanged
plans of one group member who decided to
conserve the bottom of his boat and spend
the day shuttling for us. From that point
until now, I was about 2 minutes behind
everyone.
I could see the rest of the group
was down by the river. Half of them had
taken the most obvious trail to the river,
stepping over a bed frame that made up
part of a fence. The man had just run to the
trailtheother half of the group had takena wide, overgrown road bed with a heavy
brush pile blockingit. He began frantically
rearranging this brush pile while continu-

ing to yell at me.
It didn't take me much time to
figureout that thebrush pilewaspartof his
fence and my friends had in effect left it
open. At one point he used 2 fingers from
each hand to demonstrate horns coming
out of his head. I recognized the'horns' as
an attempt to say that hewas trying to keep
in his "GOATS!" As I was about ready to
start walking to the river, he motioned for
me to use the bed frame trail. I gratefully
joined my group.
Like most of the rivers we did on
this trip, the Gravonawaskind of...er, low.
Well actually, very low. In fact, I learned a
new definition for low. The beginning of
this very long run was pastoralclass1and
2. At one point early on, in a swift moving
bend in the river, a member of our group
decided to do some tree climbing on a
strainer.
Soon, the river began to steepen.
For the most part the water channelized,
but scraping on rocks was the rule of the
day. The river beganflowing throughlong,
continuousrockgardensas Julieand I tried
to maneuver our heavy barges through the
maze of rocks.
We came up on a blind drop.
Ziggy, our skilled guide dropped into a
slot, around agaragesizedboulderand out

of sight. The next guy soon followed, then
Gerd, and then Tulie. When I entered the
slot A d made the turn, I found a one boat
eddywith Julieinthecurrent next toit, and
Gerd a meter ahead of her. I was able to
grab theeddy and miss hitting anyone, but
the next person, Willie, was upon me before I could leave.
Willie spoke no English, and I
couldn't even spell "Foren langwage", let
alone speak it. I think he thought I was
eddyhopping for the fun of it and was just
plain in the way (Who Me?). Naturally,
Julieand ~ e r werelong
d
gone by this time.
As he barked something at me in German,
I tried to figure out if hewanted me to go or
stay put. Was he trying to line up that big
orange tugfor thenext slot, or for theeddy?
He grew more and more perturbed, and I
more confused. We danced around until
hewas finally able to takeaim and go down
the drain. While this was going on, I
realized that it was Willie who was supposed to takemebackto camp that evening.
All was forgiven in the eddy below the
drop.
After watchingthetroublehe had
inmaneuveringhisboat, I was leftwith the
impression that he was one of the weaker
membersof the group. Later, I would find
out how wrong I was.

.

dayson theisland, and aparticdarly interesting one both on and off the river. The
day had begun with a drive across the
island from our camp on the Asco river to
our run on the Gravona. During the drive
over the mountain passes we were surrounded by majestic10,000 ft snowcapped
peaks, curving roads and impatient drivers who would play chicken with oncoming traffic as they passed us on the narrow
and curving mountain roads. By now we
were getting used to thisworrisomebehavior when, shortly before reaching the
"gauge", we were passed by a race car. It
was a real live race! And it was a real live
race car too! We were in the middle of the
annual road rally.
At the gauge bridge was the first
of the pit crews. From here on down the
road there were cars parked along both
sides of the road for miles. Some smaller
cars had been squeezed into non parking
spots in such a way that they stuck out a
meter or so (3 feet) into the narrow 2 lane
highway. every so often another race car
would speed by.
It was while looking at the gauge
pillar from the bridge that we saw what
wouldsurprisinglybe theonly car wreckof
the whole trip. It was a minor, no damage
kind of wreck, but still, These drivers were
nuts. Weeks later, after I'd gone home, I
realized what these drivers reminded me
of: teenagers. These people drove like
teenagers! I wondered if my acclimatization to the local driving habitswasasign of
resignation to the ideathat if1was going to
die on the highway, at least it would be in
a wonderfullyexotic place.
Back on the Gravona, we continued through intricateclass3and 4boulder
fields until we came to our first scouting.
This rapids was a boulder garden that began with a line of boulders above a funnel
went to the left side of the river to avoid an
awfulundercut boulder in the center right
of the river.
Rescue ropes for the first yaks
through were set on both sides at the top.
One by one, we boofed the first drop and
made the left turn to avoid theundercut. A
coupleof timessomeonewould look alittle
shakybut they would quicklyrecover with
plentyof timeto avoid theundercut. Thankfully, there were no flips and all arrived at
thebottom safely.
More rocky class3 decent. Sometimes wewould have to pushourselves off
rocks with our bare hands. Eventually we
arrived at the next big rapids where we
scouted and decided to take a hike. The
portage ended at a cliff where we had to

lower our boatshalfway to the river where
one of the Germansheld on to us as we got
in and slid down the rock I wondered how
thelast person wassupposed to get back in
his boat. When the time came, he carried
his boat to a flat place twice as high as our
launch and somehow managedto avoided
stickingin acoupleof potholes ashe tobogganed towards our previous launch position and became airborne.
For the next few miles of class 3
and 4's, my mind wondered back to the
put-in and something I had noticed at the
house across the highway. While we were
getting ready, I had noticed that in front of
this housewasa womaninher late twenties
who had stepped out of her front door and
was waving a white and black Corsican
flagat passer's by. Occasionallyshe would
wave her handsat friendswho would honk
back. I was curious and asked Gerd why
she was exhibitingsuch strange behavior.
Gerd explained that houses d i s
playing the Corsican flag would be left
untouched the during the local separatist
movement's next act of vandalism. I felt
sorry for her, and lucky for myself that I
didn't have to worry about such absurdities at home. This was the only in person
event of dissatisfaction among the local
islanders towards their French "occupiers", but stories and graffitiwere plentiful.
All1had to worry about was getting down
this river.
We had come to another big rapids. This one was difficult to scout, but a
route down the almost dry left wall prevented a nasty portage. Near the bottom,
where the rapids was steepest, was a guaranteed vertical pin in about an inch of wa-

ter. We were able to extricate ourselves
unassistedwithoutgettingout of our barges
(kayaks).
As the day got longer, the continuousness of the river didn't let up for
longuntil wereached thebackwater of a35
ft. dam. We beached above it heaved our
boats onto our shoulders and began carrying around it. The part of the knee braces
thatrested onmy shoulder broke. This was
supposed to be avery sturdy barge (I mean
boat)!. As we carried I waited for a spell at
a hidden turn in the trail to alert others
behind me, thenwalked down to the river.
When I set the boat down, a large frog
jumped out. He had been in there for at
least part of the trip, and possibly since
camp. Poor guy!
As we got back in, thunderheads
began swarming above us. Soon it was
raining, and then thundering. I have never
been comfortable with the "safe in the
gorge" theory of stormy paddling, but the
practiceis so normal that I generally let the
rest of the group decide if we should continue, If we do, then I at least attempt stay
near the shore. (Has anyone ever experienced trouble with lightning? If so, let me
know.) Since the rest of the group was
ignoring the storm, Julie and I continued
with them.
At one of the long steep rock gardens, Julie took off down the rapids and
bounced off alot of rocks. Suddenly, while
shewas about two thirdsdown,something
caught my eye off to the left, about two
thirds] of the way up the scrubby hillside.
When my eyes turned to that position, the
lightning bolt was gone, but the explosion
on the ground was not. It looked and

sounded like a scud had made a direct hit.
The brightflash was immediatelyfollowed
by avery sharp thunderclap and a puff of
smoke. Julie was admonished at the bottom for makingso muchnoisewhenshe hit
that rock. The storm subsided soon after,
and Julieand I enjoyed the luxuryof having
someone else drive us back to camp.
This was Corsica or Corse asboth
the local inhabitants, and the French who
"occupied"theisland called it. Among the
whitewater community the island has a
reputation for some of the toughest and
most beautiful whitewater rivers in the
world. In fact, most paddlers I had talked
to seemed to believe that there is only one
kind of whitewater available on the island:
class 5-6 hair. I must admit that I had
thought the same thing until Julieinvited
me to join her on this trip.
Julie and I had come here on the
invitation of her German friend Fred. Fred
and many of therest of the group had been
kayaking in Europe for 30 years. 22 years
ago, they began exploring Corsica. For 20
of theyearssince, these guys haveexplored
every corner of the island. In many cases
they bagged first descents on runs that
have since become world renown classics
and have been the subjects of countless
posters and magazine covers.
I had a hard time imaginingJulie
having agood time on such riverssinceshe
usually preferred runs in the more comfortableclass4tolow5 range. My instincts
told me that therehad tobe abroader range
of a difficulty than was generally known.
Besides, I reasoned,why would these guys
invite her if she wasn't going to be able to
paddle with them? After asking some
questions, I becamesatisfied that we would

Even thel'easv" Corsican riverswereinteresting enough at low water to cause such
problems to be forgotten.
There weremanyother runs similar to the run on the Grovona. There was
The Asco, a standard warm up run with an
upper sectionwith hintsof aneasyWatauga.
Our first camp was herecompletewithcold
showers and a view of the highest (10,000
ft) peak on the island.
There was the Golo nearby with
countless quality class 3 rapids and fast
current when the rapids didn't move. At
one spot we found a shallowfunnelleading
into arecirculatingholeat thebeginningof
a narrow slot. There were tail enders and
plenty of airtime to be had here and the
second or third person through left his
paddle wedged acrosstheslot abkt4inches
above the water. I was amazed at the
resiliency of the blade as it bent 90 degrees
3 or 4 inches back from the tip. Upon
have plenty of runs in her range to choose release, the blade sprang back to normal,
from. What? Go to Corsica to paddle class apparently with &harm done. The surf4? Well why not? I was here by invitation ing here was kind of interesting too!
On day four, the Travignano beof Julie and her host, and besides, I had
never been to this place before. I didn't came our first t&te of Corsica with water.
mind if the new rivers I paddled were not This neat river carved its class I11 rapids
the hardest available, they would be there into thebedrockcreatinglow,narrow canyons thatwerevery beautiful. At one point
for the next time.
Another factor to consider were in the run we emerged from a twisty canthe boats we were borrowing. Until we yon that wasonly slightlywider than aboat
were picked up at the airport, We didn't length to find ourselves confronted by a
know what to expect. Fred had brought 3 nasty looking horizon line that our hosts
boats, One of them was of the design that had uncharacteristicallynot warned us of.
Willie paddled. Itwasfull regulationlength, By the time wecould figureout that allwas
full height, and empty weighed75 pounds. well, we had alreadyflushed past the innoFor the first few days I was able to paddle cent class2 ledge. Weall enjoyed the prank.
one of the other 2boatsof a popular design Near the takeout we passed under another
(brand not specified to protect the guilty), one of Corsica's bridges.
Ah yes, the bridges. The island
and found it to be as heavy as my popular
Americanplastic boat full of campinggear! was full of old arch bridges built of stone.
After a few days I was finally ac- Sometime early in the trip we discovered
customed to theboatand had to giveit back that these bridges had been built between
to Fred. That put me in the big boat, and in the 12th and 17th centuries by the city of
thesame situation as Willie. Only, he could Genoa, the occupiers of the isiand duEing
maneuver the thing. It was then that I fig- those times. They were magnificent, and I
ured out how wrong I was about Willie's wonder to this day, how many of today's
skill. I didn't have the strength to do half of wonder bridges& stillbe standing in the
the things he could with that boat. Some- 25th century. I'd bet the Corsican bridges
one asked me how I liked the boat and my will be.
The Lower Travowas where1first
reply dubbed theboat the Aircraft Carrier.
Many timesI'd find myself above anarrow tried out theboat Fred lovingly called "the
twisting channel in an otherwise dry rap- BigShip". On thisdewatered runwe found
ids and wonder how this big thing was zillions of gnarly low water class IV's. I
supposed to make such turns in such nar- zouldn't believe the intricatechannelsthey
row and swift places. It kept surprising me expected me to navigate with this log. At
one point I was asked to go ahead in one
when somehow success would occur.
I was also surprised that the size particularlyshallowspot to plowachannel
and weight of the boat didn't Prevent me For the rest. It almost worked.
One particular rapids of notewas
fromenjoyingtherivers. Many timesin the
past I haveborrowedfull length, 40pound about a4ft. dropintoarockpile. Therewas
our no& and a micro
kayaks and wondered why1hadbothered. me point to
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eddy at the top. To lineup properly for the
drop, one had to slowly back ferry into the
micro eddy acrossswirlingcurrents above
an impossible rock pile. Once there, we
were instructed to go slowly over the edge
of the drop with our noses in the proper
place. It worked and the currentstook over
and delivered us to the base of the rapids.
This trip had begun in the middle of snow
capped peaksand endedwithin sight of the
Mediterranean sea.
The Solenzara was a river the
Germans had rarely been able to paddle.
By this time in the trip, we were getting
daily thunder storms, although the mountain topswerestill receivingsnow (wedrove
through some the other day). This was
enough to bring the river up to a barely
runnable level. In one of the first rapids, I
found myselfin theaircraft carrier with my
nose stuck between two rocks on the right
shore and my tail caught between the 2 ft
drop I'd just run and the left shore- 3 feet
from theright shore. Theboatwastoo long
and the hundred or so CFS that was landing on my right rear flight deck was trying
to flip me. As1carefully probed the waters
behind me, I discovered that as I backed up
two things would happen: that one flight
deck got heavier, and my nose became
elevated. A few more probes and I was
ready to carefully raise my nose up and
over the foot high rock that had stopped
me. I was free and on my way.
Several miles away I realized that
while I was working my way out, water
had worked itsway in. Thecombinationof
boat, water and me must have weighed
over 300 pounds! Later still, I found a hole
in the deck with a missing plug that funneled water in. I plugged it with a twig.
Onceagain, we found our takeoutapool or
two above salt water.
With 3 days left, we looked at the
Fium Orbo. Too high-they said-We'll
comeback inacoupleof days. I told Julieto
take a picture of what looked low to me. I
wanted to be able to remember this new
definition of high water.
Instead we paddled the Lower
Travignano. This was a short run with
plenty of water. Plenty of class I11 rapids
with diagonal surfing waves all over the
place. In another boat, I could have played
my life away. In this boat I was still able to
enjoy maneuvering through the boulder
gardens. I could hear enders out there
calling me, but never really had thechance
nor the muscle to discover their hideouts.
Our Grand finalebrought us back
to the Fium Orbo. This was billed to be an
honest hard classIV-Vrun. And so it was.
The tripbegan inalittlecreek aboutsix feet

widewithchutes that narrowed to two feet
wide. Thestreamwove throughsteepboulders for about a hundred yardsbefore joining the creek.
I found myself transported back
hometo thewatauga! Theriverevenlooked
like the Watauga. The only differences
were the actual routes taken and the
snowcapped peaks way above our heads. I
found myself singing to myself as we
worked our way down thiswonderful gem.
A couple of times, we had to scoot ourselvesover shallow rocksto avoid a downed
tree.
Towards the end, we could see
theroad, and the river steepened. An innocent looking 'St shaped rapids hid a hole in
it's middle. We had a swimmer.The swimmer made it to shore and Ziggy with the
help of someone else was able to grab the
boat as it attempted a solo run over a class
V waterfall. The paddle was found in an
eddy in the pool below, just above our
planned take out aboveaclassVIwaterfall.
TheclassVwasaslidinglOfooterintoaboil
pushing into the left wall.
Momentum at thebottom had to
be supplemented by hard paddling to get
over the boil and down stream. The paddler before me ended up rollingin the eddy
on theright, but had topaddlevery hard to
get from that eddy through the boil and
downstream. I was luckier. Several in the
group ran a sneak slide to the right of the
main droponly to have toportageout of the
eddy!
We found ourselves lingering at
the takeout andexploringthedrops downstream. The class VI was directly under a
narrow footbridgewithno railing. We had

to cross it to get to the panther creek style
takeout trail.
The next drop was runnable. It
was called "The Rocket". It was a pitcher
style waterfallperhapsin the 20 foot neighborhood. To run it would probably show
off the reason for its name as one would
surelyrocketout of thewater on amassive
tail ender. Nobody in any of the groups
present were running it that day
though, theportage out of thecaldron pool
below the rocket was too much trouble.
Besides, most of the groups were going on
downstream whichmeant aquarter to half
mile portage down a goat path. This had
been our original plan, but time was running out on Ziggyour tripleader,as he had
aneveningferrytocatch later that evening.
After sayinggood by to Ziggy and
some of the others, we returned to our last
night incamp. Thenext morning Julieand
Iwere packed early for the longplaneflight
home and had some time to kill.
For the last half of the trip we had
beenstayinginacampground ontheMediterranean. Wewentfor onelastwalkon the
beach. As we walked in the cold surf we
could see what made this island the
whitewater heaven it was. In the distance
the beach stretched into what looked like
thecliffsof BigSur. Astheeyefollowed the
cliffs up ridges towards the interior of the
island, one found majestic snow capped
peaks. Still farther inland, the peaks rose
into the stormy clouds as they reached
altitudes close to 10,000ft. Later, when we
took off for Paris, we could see patches of
blue sky between those peaks and clouds.
I think we'll both be back.

Election features full slate of candidates
Voting procedures
The 1991 AWA Board of Directors election features afull
slate of candidates from across the country. Newly approved
directors will assist the AWA in its expanding programs and
conservation efforts.
To be seated on the Board, candidates need to receive
approval on over 50% of the returnedballots. Please complete the
attached ballot and return by mail before January 15,1991.

have accomplished a great deal, but there is much more to be
done.
I believe that the AWA must continue to be active in all
aspects of whitewater recreation: safety, communication, sponsoring special events and, most importantly, river conservation.
Of course, no individual can effectively address all of
these concernsdirectly. Each director must evaluate hisor her own
interests and talents before choosing an area of service to focus
on. During my tenure with the AWA I have volunteered at
each of the Gauley River Festivals and I served as one of the
Festival Coordinators several years ago. I have also been active
in several river conservation and management initiatives, primarily
involving the Upper and Lower Youghiogheny. But my biggest
contribution has involved the production of this magazine.
Working as one of the editors of American Whitewater
has been a rewarding, frustrating, enlightening, time consuming
and fascinating challenge. Besides contributing several feature
articles each year, I am responsible for soliciting and editing
materialsfromotherwriters. This brings me in contact with boaters
from around the country, and, by definition, keeps me involved in
AWA's safety and conservation activities. As a liaison between
these two committees and the magazine,I function as a conduit for
information to our readers. This is an important role, since insights
into river safety must be shared to have an effect, and since this
magazine is the best means we have to mobilize support for our
organization's conservationprojects.
I share Chris Koll's commitment to make American
Whitewater the best semi-professional whitewater publication
around, and, if reelectedto the AWA Board of Directors, this will be
my principle goal. By continuing to improve the quality of the
material that we publish, we can insure that the AWA continue to
be effective in representing the interests of whitewater boaters
around the country.

Bob Gedekoh
Elizabeth, Pa.
I have been active in whitewater sports for more than a
decade, and, with each passing year, my interest in and commitment to our the rivers has grown. Last year I spent close to one
hundred days on the water; paddling in Colorado, New Mexico,
Idaho, West Virginia, North Carolina, Maryland, Tennessee and
Pennsylvania. Whitewater recreation and rivers are important to
me, not only because I enjoy the challenge or running rapids, but
because I have come to value the beauty and integrity of freeflowing water.
Over the years I have taken a lot of pleasure from
riversport, andI feel obligedtoworktowards makingcertain that the
next generation of boaters will have the same opportunities that I
have had.
I know from experience that no other organization addresses the issue of whitewater river preservation as effectively as
the AWA and I am proud to be running once again for a position on
the Board of Directors. During my tenure on the Board I have had
the privilege to meet and work with a number of incredibly bright,
enthusiastic and dedicatedpeople. The current Board represents
an amazinglydiverse group of people in terms of specific interests
and lifestyles, yet there is a tremendous bond between us, based
on our shared commitment to whitewater boating. As a group we

Rick Alesch
Denver, CO

Imagine who surprised and honored I felt when "the
General" nominated me for the AWA board at the Gauley Festival
this year. How could I possibly refuse, especially after being
urinated on at last year'sfestival, being roped into counting money
all night at this year'sfestival,and running Pillow Rock upside down
(rolling at the bottom, of course) in front of more boaters thanI have
ever seenona river at one placeduring 20 years running whitewater.
I have paddled whitewater streams in canoes, rafts, and
kayaks. I have to admit that most of my runs are in plastic boats,
which are the norm out west. I have been a member of AWA for
about a dozen years, serving as the Rocky Mountain Regional
Coordinator for the lasttwo.I have ben active in the Colorado White
Water Association for about as many years, serving on the board
as Conservation Director and River Management Director for
about half of that time. I have spent a great deal of time in recent
years workingto preserve whitewater streams in the Rocky Mountain region and devoting a concentrated effort to maintain access
to the Numbers section of the Arkansas River in Colorado.
Asan AWA Boardmember I would continue to fight for fair
and reasonable recreation use regulations on rivers managed by
government agencies (see my article in July/August issue of the
Journal). For example,I am currently working on an appeal of new
Bureau of Land ManagementregulationsforWestwater Canyonin
Utah thatrequire, among otherthings,day-trip kayakers to carry an
extra life jacket and a "human waste carry-out system." Can you
visualize doing a pop-up while carrying a container in the back of
your boat with your buddy's manure in it? While I support environmental protection stipulations, I think the BLM has gone too far on
this one.
I will also continue our efforts to save whitewater streams
that are constantly threatened by development pressures. I will
work to increase membership among western boaters to make
AWA a more nationalorganization.I promise to submit at least one
artide of my own to the General that doesn't whine about conservation issues. Finally, I will work hard to convince Gary and Carla
to use contraceptives at all times to keep their genes from spreading into the population.

fought. The last thing any of us wants is some regulator telling us
how to protect ourselves from ourselves.
To me river safety is the knowledge and skills that make
it possible to get from the top to the bottom of a rapids. I am a
believer in the idea that with reasonable precautions, paddling can
be assafeorsaferthan the drive to the put-in, even on the toughest
of rivers. AWA will continue encouraging safe boating, even out
there on the edge, and I would like to become an AWA director to
help expand that effort.

Lee Belknap
Lexington, VA
In the last decade and a half that I've been paddling, I've
seen the sport grow from a small focused group of "crazies" to the
large diverse sport we see today. During that time, I've had the
privilege to paddle with some of the most interesting people in
some of the most wonderful and remote places left on this continent: its wild rivers.
Over the years I've followed and appreciatedwhat AWA
has been doing for us, not only with conservation, but also with
AWA's commitment to river safety. As the sport has grown and
diversified, the work to be done in the area of safety has grown with
it. As a paddler I have seen more than my share of emergencies.
Working with the safety surveys as an AWA regional coordinator
has allowed me to put some of this experience to good use. I
elected to the AWA board, I hope to continue to expand AWNS
efforts in this area.
My philosophy towards the sport has always been that
paddling rivers is something we do as a challenge and for fun. To
me, river safety is as much a part of the sport as dodging rocks-come to think of it, much of the time that's all it is: Dodging nasty
rocks. River safety is not about the kind of burdensome rules and
stats that only serve to limit the enjoyment and advancementof the
paddler. That's what regulators do--and what AWA has always

Bill Hildreth
Cohasset, MA
I have been involved in whitewater activities since 1965.
I am currently the AWA Regional Coordinator for Massachusetts,
and am one of the founders as well as a member of the Board of

Directors of New England FLOW. As a representative of AWA and
FLOW, I have been actively involved in negotiations with New
England Power Company (NEPCO) in an effort to ensure that
whitewater recreation is given the major consideration it deserves
with regard to the relicensing of eight projects on the Deerfield
River in Massachusetts and Vermont.
As an AWA Director I would continue to actively focus
efforts on 1) access to rivers; 2) striving for balance between
commercial interests and the concerns of private boaters; 3)
putting water back into dryways; 4) other activities which promote
whitewater boating while protecting river environments.

served as training director for the Georgia Canoeing Association.
I now work part time in real estate and have free time for
working on AWA events. I think rodeosfadlitatea lot of excitement
for the sport. They bring people together, and this encourages
growth and development of ideas, as well as money to help save
our precious rivers. Kayaking has given me more excitement,
more fun and more wonderful new friends than I ever dreamed of
having. I hope I can repay the rivers by becoming more involved
with AWA. Coordinating the 1992 Ocoee Rodeois a challenge that
I am really excited about and eagerly look forward to doing.

Diana Holloran
Ducktown, TN
I am an owner of Ocoee Rafting, and I've been active in
the AWA for the last five years. I feel the AWA is a growing and
changing organization and I have been lucky to be one of the ones
involved in the changes.
I feel that my contribution with the Ocoee Rodeo and
different functions is a small part, but the benefits of bridging the
gap between rafting companies and boaters us a valuable one.
I will continue to do my share to what time allows if
reelected to the Board.
I have been a boater for the last ten years, see you on the
river.

Susan Gentry
TN
I appreciate the work AWA does and would like to become more involved in the organization. I have been involved in
the last two Ocoee Rodeos, both as a competitor and as a worker,
as well as the last couple of Gauley Festivals. I have agreed to
coordinate the 1992 Ocoee Rodeo, and look forward to putting
together this popular event.
I have been an avid kayaker for six years. I first became
interested in the sport while participatingin a two-month Outward
Bound Leadership course in Maine, which involved canoeing and
sea kayaking. When the course ended, I was concerned that my
life would return to the same old boring, inactive state that it had
been in prior to the course. But after working for six months, I was
able to scrape up enough money to purchase the kayak that
changed my life.
Since that time, I have spent almost every weekend
paddling somewhere. Most of my boating has been in the Southeast, but I have also paddled a lot in West Virginia, the Grand
Canyon, Idaho and Chile. Steep creeks and squirt boating are my
favorite types of paddling. This year I started boating the Narrows
of the Green and really started enjoying that river. I also enjoy
competing in whitewater freestyle competitions and have won the
Women's Expert Squirt Boating Competition at the Ocoee Rodeo
for the last two years. A certified ACA Kayak Instructor, I have

Peter N. Skinner P.E.
West Sand Lake, NY
AWA newcomers might not know much about me. I and
my wife Bonnie and 2 boys live outside Albany, New York. Since
1970, 1 have earned my living as the Director of Scientists in the
NYS Attorney General's Environmental Litigation Bureau on big
rises like the Chicago Diversion and Love Canal cases, etc.,
somehow sandwichingkayakingon challengingrivers from Alaska
to Chile in between. My engineeringllaw experience has come in
iandy during the 1980s when I was instrumental in sparking

Bob Glanville
Buffalo, NY

AWA's aggressive small hydro opposition efforts. I'm particularly
proud of such successes as the recreational agreements on the
Black and Moose Rivers and our nationwiderelicensing program.
In 1989, Perception named me River Conservationistof the Year.
The last time I ran for Director, I offered to do what I could
to accelerate AWA's rehabilitation. Result, AWA has enjoyed a
stunning recovery, not just because of my work, but because we
have created a Team with concrete purpose backed by excellent
fiscal management and executive support. Our membership has
doubled; our safety, festivals, conservationand regionalcoordinator programs are flourishing; we have the most energetic set of
Directors ever; our Journal has become the talk of the paddling
community and on time; and our finances are rock solid.
Why doI want to continuebeing a Director?While helping
to rebuild AWA has been very satisfying, I want very much to be
part of AWA'sfourthdecade--the decade whenI want to help AWA
truly flourish. For instance, I would like to help AWA establish a
permanent Gauley Festival Site, implement an effective safety
outreach program, develop a stronger support network for the
Journal editor, create a whitewater river access land trust, and
solidify an aggressive staffed whitewater protectionand enhancement program. After my 16 years of toil and trouble for AWA, now,
at last, things are beginning to get exciting and fun. I would hate to
miss a minute in the years to come.

Three years ago you elected me to your Board of Directors. As a result, I have had the privilege of working closely with an
extraordinarily energetic, creative and effective group of people
from across the nation on issues such as river conservation,
access and safety.
During the last three years, AWA has nearly doubled its
membershipand has become one of the most effective advocates
in the country for the interests of whitewater enthusiasts. We have
had some significant accomplishments over those years and I
hope that I have made some small contribution to that success.
Much remains to be done.
While the current economic dimate has, at least temporarily, diminished the hydropower threat, issues of access and
recreational water releases have come to the fore, particularly in
New York. For some two years we have been engaged in negotiating a comprehensive access and release agreement with a
major NewYorkpublicutilitywhose hydropower projectsare up for
relicensing. Should those negotiationsfail, we will almost certainly
intervene in the ensuing Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
relicensing proceedings. If we're not successful there, our last
resort will be in the Courts. I would like to continue to be involved
in that process.I think that my experience and my skills as a lawyer
have prepared me for that task.
I believe that the AWA is on the verge of a quantum leap
in effectiveness: the Journal is the best publication of its kind and
has increased our awareness of the importance of conservation
and access issues, there may now be a critical mass of members,
active directors, regional coordinators and local volunteers, and,
for the first time ever, money. It's an exciting time to be involved in
this organization and I would like the opportunity to continue to
contribute to its success.

November 1,1991
Dear Santa
Let's get right to the point. I have been a very, very good girl this year so I expect a lot of very, very nice presents. I
deserve to be rewarded in good measure for my good behavior: there had better not be any ashes in my river booties this year,
Santa, if you catchmy drift.
Now, you and I know that in years gone by I have not always been such a good girl, but then again, I haven't always
gotten the nicest of presents either. Aluminum kayak paddles, cheap nylon paddling jackets, Jimmy Buffet tapes... Come on, Santa,
you can surely do better than that.
And~anta,
I really have been good this year. Your little spies must have told you that. Oh, I know you think you're a sly
dog, that I don't know about the army of elves you have following me around. Well I do. Sometimes I feel like I'm surrounded by
puny, icky little guys.
Some of them have even had the audacity to ask me out. Then they expect sexual favors in return for a good report to
you. Really Santa, considering the abuse that I tolerate from these little twerps, you had better come through this year. Otherwise,
I'm going to consult AnitaHill; this sounds like a classic case of sexual harassment to me.
Back to the point. Just how good have I been? Very, very good. Not perfect mind, but pretty damned good. Hell, one can
strive for perfection, but you've got to remember that when a girl goes reaching for the stars, the nearest one is four light years
away and the length of the average human arm is only a measly three feet!
Besides, even you will have to admit that my behavior was a lot better this year that in previous seasons. Just consider
some of the things I didn't do this year.
I didn't spread any communicablediseases after the party at the National Paddling Film Festival. Lexington is safe from
the northern scourge. Now that's really commendable, isn't it?
I didn't flatten any of my rivals' tires at the Upper Yough race this year. That's a change for the better.
And I didn't wear my Lady Godiva costume to the paddling club's Halloween Ball, did I? You know, that disappointed a
lot of people, Santa. It had sort of become a tradition.
bh; there may have been a few incidents this year, a few, shall we say, indiscretions. But a lot of them can be explained.
Like that little fracas in the bar in Watertown last summer. You'll have to admit, that Black River guide
really had it coming.
- What
a sexist! And how was I to know the sucker had a glass jaw?
Or drilling those little holes in the bow of you know who's boat at the Ocoee Rodeo. I just wanted to help her master the
mystery move. And boy, she sure did, didn't she?
And that business with the ranger in Yellowstone. That was as much Gary's fault as mine. He's the one who got me
drunk and he's the one who criss cross double dared me to do it. He deserves most, if not all, of the blame. Besides, what right does
the Park Service have telling me I can't run a river? Hell, I'm a taxpayer... I pay their salaries!
And while we're on the subject of taxpayers... If Gary Carlson gets nicer presents than me this year, like he has in the past,
I am going to be really pi... peeved. Santa, my second cousin Gary has never been a good boy, but this year he has been particularly nasty.
Did you know, Santa, that Gary writes off all of his paddling expenses... all of his trips, all of the equipment he buys?
Claims to be a professional. A professional what, I ask you! You won't catch me doing that... not since the audit, anyway.
And
did you know that Gary does not carry a throw rope on the river? Him, of all people. God knows we've been throwing them to
him often enough lately. Of course you'd never know that to hear him talk.
You see, he tells fibs, too. Says he never swims. Boy, does he ever have a short memory. Good thing I don't! Well,
enough of this finger pointing. I don't want you to think that I'm a tattle tale.
Let's get down to business. So, what do I want for Christmas?
I'm not going to be one of those brown nosers that tries to impress you by acting selfless and asking for peace on earth or
an end to world hunger or Nintendo games for all the poor children in Rumania. After all, I'm the one who has been good, not the
rest of mankind. They haven't been good at all. Let them earn their own presents.
First off, I want a new glasskayak. An Extra... vacuum bagged,-custom graphics, tawny rose with metal flake would be
nice, at least a six over seven layup. And don't skimp on the kevlar!
I want a plastic boat too.-one of those big, blunt nose jobs to use on the Green. Any color except blue.
Now, for the bootie stuffers. A few little odds and ends. A front entry dry suit would be nice, and a light graphite paddle.
My sprayskirt is leaking, too, so I need a new one of those. Oh, and I'll need a helmet and life vest and Pogies, color coordinated to
the Extra. You don't want your good littlegirl to look like some tacky geek, do you?
And loads and loads of warm, luxurious pile. We wouldn't want any of my vital parts to get frozen off, now would we,
Santa? After all, I'm counting on you to keep me nice and cozy.
Well, that about wraps it up. You know where I live. - By the way, I've decided not to set a glass of milk and a plate full of
cookies out for you this year. From what I've seen of you lately, you're getting entirely too tubby. Pretty soon you won't be able to
fit in vour boat.
So, I've decided to leave you a nice spinach salad with lite vinegarettedressing. And don't let me catch you routing
around in the cupboard for croutons.
Well, that's all for now. Just make sure I get what I deserve.
Yours truly,
Carla Garrison
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